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HENRY A. DAVIS
Henry A. Davis, a long-time citizen and significant contributor to
local government, died on June 27, 1981. He was a well-known figure to
many in Durham, as a former adjunct faculty member of the University of
New Hampshire, Master of Scammell Grange No. 122, long-time Selectman and
a member of the Sewer Policy Committee and Durham Budget Committee.
Henry Davis epitomized citizenry in the best sense of the term; he
cared about Durham and made the Town a major focus of his life. One of
his last efforts on behalf of the community was to arrange the sale of
the Scammell Grange to the Town of Durham. If the Grange Hall continues
to function as a community endeavor, the Selectmen plan to name it the
"Henry A. Davis Community Center."
Henry left his mark on Durham and we are all benefactors of his good
works, good will, and good humor.
Selectmen's Report
During 1981, we have directed our attention to the improvement of
existing programs and to issues of present and future importance to the
Town. We have not proposed new programs to the Town this year, nor have
we requested any increase in the number of people who work for Durham.
A major project which has absorbed time and attention in recent years
has been the Wastewater Treatment Plant. It was formally dedicated in
September, and we are working toward the resolution of any remaining
issues surrounding the contract for the construction of the plant, includ-
ing a large lawsuit filed nearly three years ago. During the first year
of operation of the new facility, we have attempted minor revisions in the
plant directed toward increased energy conservation. Both the design of
the plant and its operation have been praised by government officials,
engineers, and other persons who visit it frequently. Planning efforts
are continuing to develop a feasible marketing plan for the compost which
is produced at the plant.
A second major project in which the Town is involved, but does not
manage, is the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative. A report from
the Cooperative is included in this Town Report. We are especially
interested in the success of this endeavor for it represents both fixed
capital and operating costs which are a substantial part of the Town budget,
During 1980, there has been very little growth in the local tax base,
the consequence of high interest rates and a generally slow economy.
There are several subdivisions currently approved by the Planning Board
which have space for continued residential development, while space for
other kinds of development in the community is a more controversial issue
which shall not be addressed here. It is important to note, however, that
actions undertaken by the Town in recent years have given us the ability
to deal with residential growth in a fashion which protects the community
to some degree against the long range costs. These costs can have a
serious effect on the Town as a consequence of failures to ensure that
roads are built to appropriate standards, and that sewer and water in-
stallations are appropriate to cover their long term impact on the capital
plant, as well as accommodate future demands on the system. As an example
of the importance of these kinds of protections, Durham in recent years
has been forced to spend large sums to rebuild many residential streets
which were not installed to meet reasonable standards. Indeed, the Coe
Drive project this year replaced a road which was built on top of stumps,
clay and other unsuitable materials and which lacked drainage. As a con-
sequence, the road was badly deteriorated and had to be rebuilt.
The major issue which seems to be attracting discussion in government
at all levels this year is finance. At Town Meeting, we will be discuss-
ing the budget which will permit the Town to function next year, and we
believe that this discussion should be undertaken with certain basic facts
shared by all. First, the Town share of the tax rate last year was
$12.30 of the total $38.70 rate. Any percentage increase in the tax rate
which is discussed by the Town Meeting will deal with the $12.30 portion
of the rate, not the entire rate. The School and County tax, along with
the Town share which is voted at the Town Meeting are the base for the
total tax rate.
Another important issue is the impact of spending on the tax rate.
There are two ways of expressing this. First, given what we estimate the
total assessed valuation of the Town will be on April 1, 1982, each
$86,500 of expenditure costs $1.00 on the tax rate. Second, we can assume
that the tax rate will be affected just over one cent ($.0115) for every
$1,000 we spend. Of course, the rate goes up $.0115 for every thousand
dollars in lost revenue. As an example, the expenditure of $10,000 by
the Town costs 11.5 cents per thousand on the tax rate.
The major change in the picture of the Town finance which we see this year
is the significant reduction of state revenues which have been returned
to the Town. As you know from studying the budget, the revenues which
the Town receives from all sources is a key factor in the determination
of the local tax rate. Our local rate is due to rise next year by more
than $1.00, simply as a consequence of a reduction in revenues from the
national and state governments. Of course, this cut in a period of
inflation is a serious matter, and the impact of a steadily increasing
local tax rate is very important for the community. This local impact
comes at a time when the national government is cutting our personal income
tax, and the state government is not imposing any new taxes on its citizens,
In fact, the state is attempting to meet obligations by claiming for itself
revenues which, until now, have been returned to the towns and cities.
How should the Town react to the present realities of our fiscal
situation? That discussion will undoubtedly be the centerpiece of Town
Meeting deliberations. We will find that many items in our Town budget
are either fixed, or nearly uncontrollable. Bonded indebtedness,
insurance payments, and employee benefits cannot be easily changed. It
becomes apparent quickly that changes in the budget will offset services
in the community. It will be up to the citizens to decide what level of
services they desire when the Town Meeting deliberations begin.
Finally, during a period in which many express dismay about the over-
all economy and taxes, we hope that each citizen will try to consider
carefully what our local government does. It may be difficult to do this
at a time when many consider not spending money to be the prime end of
government, but it also may be useful. Your Selectmen have tried to
manage efficiently all the resources of the Town in order to return to you
maximum value for each tax dollar. We have presented for your considera-
tion this year a program which reflects the past actions and priorities
of the citizens of Durham acting at the Town Meeting, and we look forward
to our 1982 Town Meeting deliberations.
Administrative Assistant to
The Board of Selectmen
This past year has seen a variety of activities and the beginning of
some significant trends in State and local government.
The major trend has been the shift in tax burden from State revenues
onto the local property tax. While State taxes are for the most part
levied upon business and consumers (many of them from other states) , the
property tax is inherently regressive in that property is a poor measure
of ability to pay. Therein lies the revenue problem at the local level
—
the need to raise significant additional funds or cut services which the
voters, through previous town meetings, have endorsed.
One solution to the problem would be for the Legislature to pass laws
enabling localities to raise taxes through new methods, such as local add-
ons to the Rooms and Meals Tax, or perhaps a tax on the revenue generated
at our many drinking establishments.
Another solution is the institution of the most cost-effective local
government possible. We in Durham are fortunate in having a full array of
municipal services, and an outstanding school system, with a tax rate that
is no higher than tax rates in communities having more diversified tax
bases and proportionally less tax-exempt property than Durham.
Another solution to the revenue problem at the municipal level is the
diversification and growth of our tax base. During this past year a com-
mittee was established to examine our Office/Research Zone and the reasons
why no firms have located in Durham. Two significant factors were dis-
cussed, namely the lack of utilities in the 0/R Zone, and the ownership
patterns now extant for suitable land. The evaluation of this problem
continues, as do informal contacts by outside firms with varying levels of
interest in Durham.
Meanwhile a continuing effort is being made to keep municipal costs
down through effective management. The Selectmen have proposed a budget
item for a computerization study for Town operations. We are perhaps at
the point where automation of our financial system and our property tax
system can be cost effective. The proposed study should determine whether
such a move would be timely.
In the area of finance we have made progress in our short-term
investment strategies > and are on the verge of a Zero Balance bank account
arrangement, where all free cash is put into investments on a daily basis.
And in 1982 the voters will decide upon Semi-Annual Property Tax Collection
which nationwide has saved numerous communities substantial amounts through
reduced borrowing costs and greater short-term investment opportunities.
Durham is distinctive among New Hampshire communities for its attrac-
tive campus, its pleasant residential neighborhoods, and its recreation
opportunities. The Central Business District has fallen somewhat behind
the residential areas in the condition of some buildings and the activi-
ties that tend to be a blighting influence. The 250th Anniversary Com-
mittee has developed a schedule of important events for 1982, and it is
hoped that some of that civic spirit will develop among property owners in
the Central Business District, leading to building rehabilitation.
The Town Office staff again deserves a great deal of credit this year
in carrying out a myriad of tasks and providing a high level of service to
the public. Financial and property records are in excellent condition.
the many business matters are being taken care of in a timely manner, anc
we look forward to continued progress should the budget outcome leave oui
staff intact.
I have enjoyed this past year's work, my fifth as Administrative
Assistant to the Board of Selectmen, and I have been able to gain a great
appreciation of the verities of municipal administration throughout the
State, having been active in the New Hampshire Municipal Management Assoc
ation, with the privilege of being elected its President. More and more,
through my conversations with my peers, I realize that Durham is a unique
place to live, and that through continued progressive planning and realis
tic fiscal policies, it will continue to be.
Health Officer
Health Officer Report - 1981
Major activities of the Health Officer during the year included
inspection and approval of thirteen septic tank systems for new homes
not serviced by the Durham sewerage system; action to correct several
improperly functioning septic tank systems; investigation and action
regarding a number of sanitation, health, and nuisance complaints;
inspection of restaurants, food vans, stores, foster homes, and day
care centers; approval of International Certificates of Vaccinations
for foreign travel; and communications and meetings with members of the
New Hampshire Division of Health and the Water Supply Pollution Control
Commission.
The chief health concern during the year occurred in February due
to an overnight breakdown in the University water treatment plant's
chlorinator pump. This allowed a quantity of unchlorinated water to
enter the Durham water system. Durham residents and University students
were warned to boil the water until laboratory tests at twelve sites in
the system over a two-day period showed no evidence of contamination.
No cases of intestinal infections or disorders were reported to the
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Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Gentlemen:
I have examined the combined Financial Statements of the Town of Durham,
New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1980, as listed in
the table of contents. My examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as I considered neces-
sary in the circumstances.
The Town of Durham has not maintained a record of its general fixed
assets and accordingly, a Statement of General Fixed Assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles is not included in the Financial
Statements.
In addition, the Town of Durham has not maintained a record of the
fixed assets (utility plant in service) and related depreciation of the Water
and Sewer Departments. Fixed assets and the related depreciation should be
recorded in the accounts of such proprietary funds to conform with generally
accepted accounting principles.
In my opinion, except that the omission of a Statement of General Fixed
Assets and the fixed assets and related depreciation of the Water and Sewer
Departments results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the pre-
ceding paragraphs, the combined Financial Statements referred to above pre-
sent fairly the financial position of the Town of Durham, New Hampshire, at
December 31, 1980, and the results of its operations and the changes in
financial position of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis














Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Gentlemen:
The matters discussed in this report came to my attention in the course of
my examination of the financial statements of the Town of Durham for the year
ended December 31, 1980.
As part of my examination, I reviewed and tested the Town's accounting
procedures and related internal accounting control to the extent I considered
necessary to evaluate the systems as required by generally accepted auditing
standards. I did not however, make a detailed study of the effectiveness of
all systems and procedures. Such a study is not within the scope of an annual
examination of the financial statements.




General Business and Accounting Procedures
During the course of the audit, it was noted that many transactions
were not finalized and the books of account were not properly closed
as of December 31, 1980. Some of the deficiencies that existed were
in the following areas:
a. General Books of Account - The accounts and records of the various
funds were not reviewed and adjusted to ensure compliance with the
accurate recording of the actual financial transactions and pro-
posed budgetary provisions enacted at the Town Meeting. As a re-
sult, numerous adjustments and revisions were required upon the
audit of the accounting records.
b. Costs Shared with U.N.H. - Invoices had not been issued to U.N.H.
for its share of principal and interest on bonds and long-term
notes as prescribed.
c. Inter-fund Transfers - Inter-fund balances had not been reconciled
and as a result, the transfer of funds had not been properly
accomplished at the time of the audit.
2. Accounting System and Procedures Manual
The weaknesses and deficiencies outlined in the preceding paragraph may
not have occurred if a Systems and Procedures Manual had been prepared.
It is strongly recommended that a Systems and Procedures Manual be pre-
pared for the following reasons:
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a. to document the procedures on record rather than "in the head" of
employees who may leave at any time;
b. to provide a reference source when questions of procedure,
jurisdiction, or responsibility arise;
c. to serve as a control tool to determine whether or not a particular
function is being carried out in the standard manner;
d. to assist in the training of employees.
3. Policy of Recording and Reporting of General Fixed Assets Should Be
Established
The Town does not maintain records of general fixed assets as a matter
of policy. The recording of fixed assets fulfills the stewardship needs
to provide for physical and dollar value control and establishes
accountability for general government capital expenditures over the years.
With the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could be
determined on an annual basis for the purpose of measuring total cost of
governmental services and evaluating the efficiency of programs. In
addition, there has been an increasing trend in government grants which
consider depreciation as a reimbursable cost.
If adopted, a policy for recording fixed assets will allow the Town to
report on fixed assets as required by generally accepted accounting
principles for municipalities.
I recommend the adoption of such a policy.
I wish to express my thanks and appreciation to the Town Officers and office









PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
AND BUDGET SUMMARY
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1981
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
Fund Balance - January 1, 1981
ADD: Net Budget Surplus
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statement of Bonded Debt
TOWN CF DURHAM
STATEMENT OF LONG TERM rNDEETEDNESS
FOR THE -n^ELVE MCNTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1981
Description
TCWN CF DURHAM
STATEMENT OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
FOR THE TVIELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEI4BER 31, 1981
Budget Committee
The first meeting of the Budget Committee was held on April 28, 1981
at which time the following officers were elected and Committee assignments
made
:
Chairman: Donald M. Sumner; Vice-Chairman : Tom Richardson;
Secretary: Anita Rutman.
PUBLIC WORKS: POLICE:
Malcolm MacGregor, Chairman Shirley Thompson, Chairperson
O.C. Smith Anita Rutman
John Lindsay Roy Worthen
Raymond Vranicar
FIRE DEPARTMENT AND COMMUNICA- PLANNING AND CONSERVATION:
TIONS CENTER:
Ray Vranicar, Chairman John Lindsay, Chairman
Clayton L. Follansbee Tom Richardson
O.C. Smith Persis Plaisted
PARKS AND RECREATION: MISCELLANEOUS ; -BOOKKEEPING,
TOWN HALL AND DISTRICT COURT:
Persis Plaisted, Chairperson
Shirley Thompson Roy Worthen, Chairman
Anita Rutman Clayton L. Follansbee
Publicity: Clayton L. Follansbee
Budget Committee Representative to the Board
of Selectmen: Tom Richardson
Selectmen's Representative to the Budget Committee: Alden Winn
Administrative Assistant to Board of Selectmen: Alan H. Edmond
For the past several years, it has been unfortunate that there have
not been sufficient candidates to file for vacancies on the Committee; this
year it is hoped that a full slate of candidates will file for election.
The Sub Committees, throughout the year, have worked very closely with
department heads to familiarize themselves with the operations of each
department. This has led to a better understanding of the financial needs
of each agency.
The Selectmen have been helpful and cooperative during several joint
meetings with the Committee.
Unfortunately, this year large cuts in State aid and increased expen-
ditures have reached a point where the Committee members are alarmed at
the rate of increase in the tax rate that will be required to provide funds
to maintain Town operations at the level of previous years.
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As this report is being written, the Budget Committee has just
received the last of the budget requests from the Selectmen. The Commit-
tee must now prepare the entire budget for presentation to the voters at
the budget hearing on 10 February.
The Budget Committee is faced with the responsibility of balancing
the costs of Town government with the quality of services and amenities
that have been our good fortune to enjoy for many years. We cannot please
all the citizenry; some will say we have been too frugal while others will
say we have not cut expenses enough. It is important, therefore, to have
a large voter attendance at the budget hearing and at Town meeting so all
parties may be heard and a truly representative compromise between frugali-
ty and quality may be reached.
GRANGE HALL COMMITTEE
As a consequence of the 19 81 Town Meeting to purchase the Grange
Hall, a committee was formed to review the structural needs of the build-
ing and to establish policy for its use as a town facility. Members of
the committee originally appointed by the Board of Selectmen were: Alan
Edmond, George Crombie, Henry Davis, Owen Durgin, and Carol May. Follow-
ing Mr. Davis's death, Mr, Winn was appointed as his replacement and
later in the year Carol VanAsselt appointed. Following an energy audit,
the decisions made by the committee were focused fundamentally on in-
suring the structural integrity of the building and reducing the energy
requirements of the building. The monies appropriated by the Town at the
1981 Town Meeting and that donated by the Grange from the purchase price,
were used in this fashion.
Much remains to be done in updating the electrical wiring in the
building and increasing the safety characteristics of the current heating
system. Extensive construction activity during the year reduced sub-
stantially the usability of the building during that time. However, that
phase is passed and recent meetings of the Committee have been more con-
cerned with the development of policy for the use of the building.
Substantial progress has been made in developing those guidelines, but
at the time of the report preparation, they were not yet complete.
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Town Treasurer
GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT: Durham Trust Ccnpany
Cash Balance, 1/1/81: 541,682.38
RECEIPTS:
Received fron Tax Collector 3,411,065.64
Received fron Town Clerk 126,286.85
RECEIVED FRCM STATE & FEDERAL SOURCES:
Revenue Receipts 764,547.54
Revenue Sharing Reimbursement 177,612.87
Secondary Waste Treatment Construction
Reimbursanents 195,000.00
TOTAL RECEIVED FKM STATE & FEDERAL SOURCES: 1,137,160.41
RECEIVED FRCM OTHER SOURCES:
Reimbursonsnts, T.A.N. & Acct. Transfers 2,662,598.95
Miscellaneoios Town Revenues 60,687.93
Water Department Reimbursement 133,690.64
Sewer Department Reimbursement 148,452.07
certificate of Deposit Proceeds 1,525,000.00
Certificate of Deposit Interest 31,313.32
TOTAL RECEIVED FRCM OTHER SOURCES: 4,561,742.91
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance: 9,777,938.19
Total Cash Disbursements & Account Transfers 9,270,536.59
CASH BALANCE, 12/31/81: $ 507,401.60
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FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/81 $ 91,611.90
Receipts
:
United States Treasury Department $ 122,599.00
Interest on Certificates of Deposit 2,755.27
$ 125,354.27
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance $ 216,966.17
Paid out on Selectmen's Orders 177,617.99
BALANCE, FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
ACCOUNT, Deconber 31, 1981* $ 39,348.18
Includes $34,755.27 invested in short-term
money market certificates
GREASE HANDLING FACILITIES PROJECT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/81 $ 2,889.07
Receipts ; -0-
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance: $ 2,889.07
Paid out on Selectmen's Orders -0-
BALANCE, GREASE HANDLING FACILITIES
PROJECT, December 31, 1981 $ 2,889.07
ROAD RESTORATION DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Tirust Co. Acct. 1/1/81 $ 590.95
Receipts ; 520.00
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance: 1,110.95
Paid out on Selectmen's Orders 400.00
BALANCE, ROAD RESTORATION DEPOSIT
ACCOUNT, December 31, 1981 $ 710.95
SEWER CAPITAL EXPENDITURES ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/81 $ 47,675.82
Receipts:
Sewer Entry Fees $ 5,997.28
Interest on Certificates of Deposit 2,600.56
$ 8,597.84




BMJ^KIE, SEVVER CAPITAL EXPOOITURES
ACCOUNT, December 31, 1981* $ 55,042.05






















ACCOUNT, December 31, 1981 $ 71,989.50
Sludge Processing and Wood Chip Mixing at the New Treatment Plant,
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WATER DEPARTMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNT




BALANCE, WATER DEPARTMENT SAVINGS
ACCOUNT, DecQtiber 31, 1981
WATER DEPARTMENT ACCOUNT









ACCOUNT, December 31, 1981









Opening Balance Plus Receipts
Disbursed
BALANCE, December 31, 1981
WASTE TREATMENT COSISTRUCTION ACCOUNT
Balance, N.E. Merchants Nat. Bank, 1/1/81
Receipts:
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance
Transferred to General Funds






















Fiscal Year Ended December 31, I98I
TOW OF DURHAJ/l
-DR.-
Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, 198I :
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Taxes Committed to Collector ;
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes









Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties Collected on Delinquent Taxes
TOTAL DEBITS
-CR.-
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year :
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Land Use Chajige Taxes
Sever Entry Fees
Yield Taxes
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Abatements Made During Year :
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes








SUMMARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 198l
-DR.-
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes,
January 1, 198I
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year















This year I assumed the duties of Welfare Officer upon the resignation
of Beatrice Bamford, who had done a commendable job of giving aid to a
number of Durham residents unable to find work, unable to meet their living
needs, or in some other true emergency situation.
As others have reported before me, it is not possible to know the
exact extent of poverty in Durham or anywhere else, and determining the
proper level of funding for assistance is especially difficult in a town
with such a transient population. One must rely on word of mouth from
residents and social service outreach agencies to discover where true
needs exist.
My approach to helping those who make their needs known is to
encourage the use of categorical aid programs, which usually take the form
of Federal money passed through, and sometimes matched by, the State of
New Hampshire. In many cases the applicant has not made full use of
those programs before seeking Town aid, the intent of which is to provide
assistance as a last resort. In many other cases, the lack of even a
subsistence level job is the problem, and my attempts are to find jobs
that will provide at least short-term income.
During 1981 the Town assisted 12 residents in one way or another,
ranging from emergency grocery vouchers to rental assistance to a one-day
loan of emergency gasoline money. Applicants almost invariably are
hesitant to seek Town aid, knowing that it is a last resort, and by the
time many of them come forward, their problems have developed beyond the
point where short-term Town assistance will have a significant effect.
As the strands of the Federal "safety net" grow farther apart, states
and localities will be expected to establish their own welfare programs to
help the truly needy. Given the State of New Hampshire's present
financial condition, and its history of providing few categorical programs
for needy individuals, we should expect future Town welfare budgets to
grow considerably. The concept of "self-help" will be accompanied by the
concept of "self-pay" at the local level.
That shift will make voluntary aid programs such as the Salvation
Army and the One a Month Club even more important sources of funding. On
behalf of the recipients of aid from those programs over the past year, I
thank you and I urge you to continue with your high level of generosity




For the Durham Ambulance Corps, 1981 has been a routine year on one
hand, while at the same time it has been one of continuing growth. Follow-
ing our tradition of providing quality patient care during emergencies,
the attendants of the Durham Ambulance Corps have devoted much of their
time and energy this year. Several members have demonstrated their
overwhelming devotion by serving over 1000 hours on call over the past
year. A great deal of thanks goes to these attendants as well as to all
those involved with the Corps.
The greatest advance of the Durham Ambulance Corps over the past
year has been in the area of Emergency Disaster Preparedness. In the
event of a large scale disaster or a multi-patient emergency, the Corps
has initiated plans for the proper handling and treatment of its patients.
The most important development has been in providing the proper back-up
support of manpower and ambulances. Formal Mutual Aid agreements with
the City of Dover and the Newington Ambulance have been adopted, with a
third agreement with Newmarket Ambulance near completion. The final goal
of these Mutual Aid agreements is to provide the entire area with second-
ary emergency ambulance service during times of shortage or need. The
Durham Ambulance Corps has been fundamental in introducing to this area
the Med Tag Classification System for mass casualty emergencies. Many
thanks go to our Operations Vice President Patrick Ahearn for his many
hours of research of this system. The Durham Ambulance Corps has also
received a large number of spine boards constructed by Mr. Yetten's shop
classes at Oyster River School. These new boards will prove to be
invaluable in the event of an emergency. Many thanks go to the students
and to Mr. Yetten for their time and for the very fine job done.
For the future the Durham Ambulance Corps sees an increasing co-
operation between itself and our neighboring services. The Corps foresees
the continued co-operation with the Durham Fire Department and the Durham
Police Department, and thanks both departments for their help and support.
The Durham Ambulance Corps also thanks all those residents who have
contributed to the McGregor Memorial Trust Fund. With this continued
support, our expectations for future ambulance replacements will continue
the memory of Dr. George McGregor for many years to come. Special thanks
goes to Mrs. Dalton and to Mrs. Byers for all their help to the Corps.
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Fire Commissioners
In our report of a year ago, we commented on the frustrations and
problems encountered during 1980. The year 1981 found a very much
improved atmosphere, attitude and general well being with the Fire Depart-
ment. Although our major concern of providing adequate quarters for the
Fire Department is still unattained, this problem continues to be of
paramount importance to the Department.
A great deal of credit for the improved conditions within the Depart-
ment can be directly attributed to Fire Chief Jim Eddy who reported to
duty in July of 1981. His personality and knowledge of the fire
profession has resulted in most gratifying results.
It is extremely fortunate that the Town and the University can work
together to provide adequate protection for both Town and University
facilities. Despite limited facilities, we believe this task is
extremely well performed and in our opinion, the cost for this service is
very well proportioned considering the demands made on the department.
We are very pleased at the re-activation of the Fire Prevention
section of the Fire Department under the able direction of Captain
William Cote. Captain Cote replaced Donald Bliss who, perhaps, could be
considered the father of this fire department function in Durham. We
believe that fire prevention should be paramount in the eyes of our
Department and all individuals in Durham and at the University. Fire
prevention is far more important than fire suppression. "We like to
think that fire prevention replaces fire suppression."
The Life Safety Code and the Fire Prevention Code are of extreme
importance in modern structural construction and remodeling.
We are pleased to report that Chief Eddy has brought about a rejuven-
ation of the Call Fire Department, With a limited number of on-duty
personnel, an effective call department is of immeasurable value.
The Town-UNH Communication or Dispatch Center serves a vitally
important communication link to all of the municipal functions as wel] as
assisting neighboring towns.
During 1981 the Fire Commissioners accepted the resignation of Jan
Kazlouskas, who had managed this department almost from its conception.
We miss Jan, but have found her replacement, Rosemary Raynes, to be most
capable.
The Commissioners wish to urge both Durham and University personnel
to visit both the Fire Department and the Dispatch Center in order to





James C. Chamber 1 in
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Fire Department
It is with pleasure that I submit my first annual report. Since my
arrival in late July, the department has experienced the expected reorgani-
zational process that comes with a new department head. The sincerity and
cooperation shown by all department personnel insured a smooth transition
period.
Prior to my arrival, fire department employees petitioned the State
Public Employees Relations Board for Certification of Representation.
After lengthy discussions, members of the Firefighters' Union decided to
withdraw the petition.
In early August, Firefighter William C. Cote was promoted to the rank
of Captain in charge of the Fire Prevention/Public Education Bureau. The
bureau will be reviewed during 1982 and an administrative reorganization
will take place. Captain Cote is doing well in his new position. I'm
confident that the fire prevention needs of the community will be handled
in a professional manner.
In September, Dispatcher Rosemary Raynes was promoted to the Senior
Dispatcher position. Senior Dispatcher Raynes has provided the kind of
leadership that is necessary to insure that the Dispatch Center continues
to operate in the professional manner that is displayed daily at the Center.
In November, a report titled "A Study of the Durham-UNH Dispatch Center"
was submitted to the Board of Fire Commissioners. This 8 0-page documenta-
tion was the result of a detailed study by Senior Dispatcher Raynes,
Administrative Assistant Susan Grota, and myself. The dedication of all
dispatch personnel was evident during the study period; and I thank all
for their cooperation and hard work. The report provides the Board of Fire
Commissioners with the kinds of information necessary for their policy
decisions.
In October, Firefighter Bassett was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant
and was assigned to Group B. Lieutenant Bassett replaced Lieutenant Stephen
Allen, who left us to accept a position with the City of Rochester as
Deputy Fire Chief. Lieutenant Bassett has been sent to two mid-level man-
agement seminars and will attend the National Fire Academy during 1982.
The Call Department has undergone major reorganization. Call Fire-
fighter Tommy Thompson was appointed to the rank of First Lieutenant. Call
Firefighters David Curran and Richard Many were appointed to the rank of
Second Lieutenants. The membership in the Call Department has grown from
seven to nineteen active members. Engine #4 has been assigned to the Call
Department. Rules and Regulations for the Call Department have been
approved. Members of the Call Department can be proud of their unit. I
thank all for their enthusiasm and cooperation shown. The Call Department
is an absolute necessity and provides the needed man power to augment the
small on-duty force.
The new rescue truck has been ordered and delivery of this unit is
expected to be in March. The most serious apparatus need facing the commu-
nity is the replacement of our Tanker. The 1963 tractor pulls a trailer of
1952 vintage. Consideration should be given to replacing the tanker with a
tanker/pumper unit. To replace the tanker with another unit of similar
design is not recommended because of the limited capability of such a unit.
The tanker/pumper type of apparatus is the answer to the community's rural
fire problem.
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The most serious administrative problem facing the department is the
budget process. The budget process used by the department should be
studied. Changes may be possible that will result in a more direct connec-
tion between what is written in the budget and future events.
A special thanks to Deputy Chief LaRoche. The Deputy has cooperated
to the fullest, has taken on new assignments with enthusiasm, . and has
proven invaluable as an assistant. Administrative Assistant Susan Grota
has also been an invaluable asset. She has done an outstanding job and
always finds the initiative and imagination to handle complex duties.
I wish to thank the Board of Fire Commissioners for the cooperation
shown since my arrival. The University of New Hampshire and the Town of
Durham fire protection needs have been met by the Board of Commissioners
utilizing the resources that it was given.
TRAINING REPORT
1981 saw Durham firefighters maintaining old and learning new skills.
New members completed an 81-hour DOT E.M.T.-A course that is required of
all firefighters; while others already nationally registered, have to com-
plete 20 hours of E.M.T. Refresher training every two years. Others
attended ten hours of training ending with a difficult written and practi-
cal exam in order to be certified to insert the esophageal obturator air-
way; this skill requires a recertif ication every four months.
We were fortunate to bring many training programs on campus so that
even the duty shift could participate. These included: a three-day driver-
operator course in June, a three-day rescue from heights school in July, a
one-week auto rescue school in August, a two-week rescue specialist school
in August, and a nozzle and valve repair school in November.
All new firefighters earned basic state certification. One man atten-
ded a three-week rookie school in Dover, NH; two men attended a one-day
pump school and a one-day flammable liquids school at Pease Air Force Base.
Three men attended three days of Forest Fire Training in Concord for "line
boss" federal certification. One man attended the Beverly, Massachusetts
CD Training Center for schools in "Mass Casualty Management" and "Special
Rescue and Evacuation". Three men attended a youth arson school in
Franklin, NH and also, a one-day hazardous materials school in Concord, NH
in November. Two men attended a two-day school in Boston, MA, on train
and bus accidents.
Call and permanent members also attended annual and regional fire
schools throughout the state. All shift Lieutenants taught a variety of
subject matter at schools throughout the state.
Several men are continuing to pursue an Associates Degree in Fire
Science by attending night school held on campus.
A building burn on Dame Road was held in September for training pur-
poses for call and permanent firefighters.
FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU
Unfortunately, the community was without a Fire Prevention Officer un-
til August of 1981; and coincidentally , the Town experienced its highest
dollar loss in many years during this period. While inspections and public
education activities were continued by personnel within the department,
only a minimal level of effectiveness was achieved as other duties and
responsibilities had to continue.
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The Fire Prevention Bureau is primarily responsible for building in-
spections, code enforcement, fire investigations, public education, public
relations, building plans review, and permit approval. It is through these
external programs that members of the Fire Department are in frequent
contact with residents of the community.
In-service inspections by on-duty firefighting personnel were thorough
and intensive during August and September when all UNH residence halls,
fraternities, and sororities were inspected prior to the opening of the
University for the fall semester. The months of October and November were
mainly devoted to the inspections of businesses in the Town. The period
from August to December of 1981, a total of 87 occupancies were inspected
with approximately 315 man-hours expended. These inspections continued to
improve life safety conditions, in addition to affording familiarization
with these and other buildings. All residential buildings on campus and in
the tovm (except single-family dwellings) are to be inspected at least four
times per year and non-residential buildings at least twice a year. In
addition, 3 woodstoves, 17 oil burners, and 6 places of assembly were
inspected.
In conjunction with inspections, enforcement of the Fire Prevention
Code and the Life Safety Code continues to be a major activity of the Fire
Prevention Bureau. It is our desire to work closely with building owners
and occupants to identify and correct deficiencies and to satisfy Code
requirements in order of priority. Particular enforcement effort has been
directed toward gaining compliance in the following occupancies:
1. New construction.
2. Multi-person residential occupancies (apartments, fraternities,
sororities, and residence halls).
3. Places of assembly (restaurants, bars, etc.).
4. Educational occupancies (public schools, day care centers).
5. Installation of smoke detectors in new and renovated single-family
dwellings.
Inspections of woodstoves, fireplaces, and chimneys are available free
of charge to residents on request and are generally conducted on an "in-
service" basis. Fire Department personnel can recommend the proper methods
for installing, operating, and maintaining heating appliances.
General home fire safety inspections are also available on request and
can be helpful to the homeowner who wishes to identify emergency escape
routes and insure the overall safety of the family.
The public education programs of the Durham-UNH Fire Department are
aimed at all age groups. In October of 1981, every student in grades K
through third at the Oyster River Elementary School received a talk on home
fire safety and escape and viewed a film starring Dick VanDyke in "Learn
Not To Burn". Throughout the year, approximately 200 children from various
community day care centers visited the fire station to see fire apparatus
demonstrations and various animated films on fire safety. Each child re-
ceived handouts and a plastic fire helmet to take home. Many residents,
boy scouts, girl scouts. University students, and employees received audio-
visual and/or hands-on fire safety and exit planning, residence hall fire
safety, and interpretation of the Codes.
The entire Durham-UNH Fire Department wishes to emphasize to residents
the importance of installing at least one smoke detector per floor in your
home to alert you and your family in the event of fire. Most residential
fire deaths occur during night-time hours. Usually it is smoke, toxic
gases, or lack of oxygen—not the flames that kill. Nationwide the death
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and injury rate in residential fires dropped in 1981 and credit was given
to the installation of smoke detectors and to public awareness through
education. Even with these encouraging figures, 50 per cent of American
homes are still without early warning smoke detection. IS YOUR HOME ONE OF
THEM?
The prevention of fire is a joint effort by every individual in the
community. It requires cooperation, understanding, and planning to
effectively safeguard the lives and property of the community.
The ultimate goal of every fire prevention bureau is to report to the
residents at Town Meeting that no major fires occurred within the year
—
something which has yet to be done.
Any resident interested in information about purchasing and installing
home smoke detectors, fire extinguishers, or woodstoves should call or
visit the fire station. IT COULD SAVE A LIFE!
FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU STATISTICS
August 1981 - December 1981
INSPECTIONS


























































































Apparatus and vehicle maintenance continues to be a demanding portion of the depart-
ment's day to day operations. Only with the sincere interest of our personnel and the co-
operation from other repair personnel have we been able to maintain the equipment in a
reasonable state of readiness.
There were no major apparatus breakdowns in 1981. A 1966 Dodge pickup was replaced
with a 1974 Chevrolet pickup at no expense, thanks to the State of New Hampshire Division
of Forest and Lands.
As of this writing, the Rescue truck approved in the 1981 budget has not yet arrived;
it is anticipated that it will be here for Town Meeting and should be available for view-
ing.
There are two areas of concern at the maintenance level that we feel should be point-
ed out: (1) inadequate housing for the equipment has been and still is a concerning issue
such equipment exposed to constant exposure to the elements must be constantly maintained
and such expense does take It's toll; (2) the 4000 gallon tanker remains as a vlsable
piece of flreflghtlng equipment when in reality, the condition of the unit would suggest a
feeling of false security.
DISPATCH REPORT
The Durham-UNH Dispatch Center, located in the Service Building, at the University of
New Hampshire, is operated twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. It serves as a vi-
tal communications link for the emergency services of the Durham-UNH community and sur-














In 1981, the Dispatch Center logged 17,099 Dispatched activities, an increase of 585
from 1980. A breakdown of logged Dispatched activities for the Town of Durham follows:
Durham-UNH Fire Department 376
Durham Ambulance Corps 251
Durham Police Department 5,406
6,033
When the staff of the Center is up to full strength, it consists of one Supervisor,
and five Permanent Dispatchers. Having five Dispatchers allows for smooth coverage of
twenty-one shifts a week, double coverage for busy shifts, and when possible a continuous
on-the-job training program for all personnel. Due to the usual problem of employee turn
over, it has beera Impossible to institute a training program this past year. At present,
the Center is fortunate to have four excellent permanent Dispatchers, who are providing a
high quality service. A fifth person will be starting her six-week training program in
February. We are also very thankful to the dedicated part-time employees who help the
Center provide continuous service during times when the Center is understaffed.
Since there is no immediate, more adequate, new location for the Center to move to,
we have tried to improve the environment in the Center. A temporary office has been pro-
vided for the Supervisor, which has helped in deviating some of the overcrowding. Some
new renovations have helped make the area more tolerable for an employee to spend at least
eight uninterrupted working hours. However, with the constant growth of resources, and a
partial vent system which takes out the stale air, but does not provide any fresh air,
there are continuous problems. It is hoped that in the future, updated, space-saving
equipment can be purchased and that the center will move to a new fire station when one ls>
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built.
We have always received excellent cooperation from all the agencies served. With the
extra support and cooperation of Durham's Fire Chief, James Eddy, the Center has been tak-
ing a more in depth look at it's present and future needs and capabilities. The Center





New Secondary Wastewater Treatment Plant/Composting Facility
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Police Department
"HELP US TO BETTER SERVE YOU - REPORT ANY SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY IMMEDIATELY."
1981 was generally a good year for the Police Department. Our
services to the community, overall, rose by 42% for a total of 26,052
activities
.
In an attempt to thwart the incidence of burglaries, we increased
our checks of housing areas by 59% and individual home security checks by
436%. Despite this effort, burglaries rose by 8%.
Some significant percentage increases were:
44% increase in citizens' complaints
11% increase in criminal investigations
42% increase in overall activities
436% increase in house checks
59% increase in development checks
4% increase in traffic summonses and warnings
62% increase in radar use





































Violation of Parole (Juv.)
Gambling

















Failure to Yield to Emergency
Vehicle
Disobedience to Traffic Signs
Towing Without a Chain
Operating Without Lights
Obstructed Driving Mechanism
Failure to Yield Right-of-Way
Failure to Stop for Officer
Operating Without a Motorcycle
License
Unsafe Left Turn




Carrying Passenger on Motor-
cycle Learner's Permit
Riding Bicycle Without Lights




Towing Without a Tow Bar
Operating Without Stop Lights
Failure to Dim Headlights
Passing on the Right
Operating Without Fuel User's
Permit















































Failure to Display Registration
Plates









































































































( Continued) 1981 Complaints Answered (Continued) 1981 Complaints Answered










Tampering With a Witness
Transportation of Alcohol
Possible Arson
Aid to Other Agencies
Recovered Bicycles
Motor Vehicle Fire







47 False Report to Police Officer
7 Amusement Ordinance Violation
3 Soliciting Without a Permit
6 Drinking in Public
10 Violation of Parole (Juv.)
2 Disobedience to Police Officer
1 Protective Custody (Juv.)
2 False Public Alarm
1 Located Missing Juvenile
14 Reckless Conduct
11 Possible Counterfeit Bill
3 Forgery





19 81 JUVENILE REPORT
The Juvenile Annual Report relates only those crimes where the juve-
nile offender was known, apprehended, and processed, and does not include
unsolved crimes where juveniles were involved.
A number of juvenile cases involved warnings, with parents being
notified, warnings after hearings with parents, and juveniles released to
the custody of parents, for disciplinary action. The Juvenile Court was
used only after other remedies had been exhausted.
Juvenile Offenses
Juvenile Court Hearings
Juvenile Cases Referred to Other






















Motor Vehicle - Driving While Intoxicated




The year 1981 saw several changes in the Durham District Court.
Justice Joseph P. Nadeau, who had been the Presiding Justice of the
Court since 1968, was appointed to the New Hampshire Superior Court by
Governor Gallen, and he left in September to assume his new duties.
Associate Justice Joseph E. Michael presided during the interim, until
the Governor appointed William H. Shaheen to be the new Justice of
the Durham District Court. Judge Shaheen began his duties as Justice
in November 1981.
The Clerk of Court attended two seminars during 1981, with the
main topic of these meetings being the importance of uniformity in all
New Hampshire district and municipal courts. All of these courts now
have a uniform bookkeeping system, and new standard forms are being
developed all the time for use in each court.
The Durham District Court handles both criminal and civil cases.
In both areas the caseload rose 12.9%. This increase is due in part
to the present economic situation in today's society. Another factor
in the increase in civil matters is due to the public's awareness of
the availability and relative simplicity of filing a claim in the
small claims court. The filing fee is minimal, one does not need a
lawyer, and anyone who resides in Durham or Lee can file a claim for
damages up to $500.00.
Another innovation in all district and municipal courts was the
Supreme Court of New Hampshire's Administrative Order relative to estab-
lishing an escrow account for court facilities improvements. A certain
percentage of each civil entry fee is withheld each month by the clerk,
and forwarded to the Treasurer of the State of New Hampshire at the
end of each month. These monies are held in escrow, accruing interest,
until a need arises for court renovation or improvement. An accredi-
tation committee has been established to consider any reqiaests made by
the courts. The purpose of this new order is to relieve the towns'
burden of providing monies from other accounts for court renovation.
In 1981 the Durham District Court collected over $100,000 in
fines, fees, restitution, etc. From this total amount, the Town of
Durham received over $3 3,000. It is probably safe to assume that the
caseload will increase with each year, and with it, the revenues.
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Probation Officer
During the year 1981 the Probation Officer for the Durham District
Court saw an increase of services in the performance of his role. The
case load is up 50%, social investigations conducted for the Court are
up 87%, people being placed on probation are up 34%, and the number of
violations filed are up 80%.
Times are hard everywhere - the United States, New Hampshire and
Durham. The high unemployment rate, the economy going haywire, and
new pressure being put on families and individuals; all these factors
cause an increase in criminal activity. With this increase comes a
demand for innovations and volunteerism.
The Durham Court has had a volunteer program for one-to-one
supervision for persons on probation since 1971. In looking for methods
to help prevent crime, this program was expanded to include individuals
who were exhibiting problems in their life, other than criminal problems,
We developed a tutoring program to help students in the Oyster River
schools who were having difficulties with their studies. We also
worked the program to be able to deal with students who needed a
positive role model as a big brother or big sister. At the present
time the program has 36 people whom we are using as volunteer tutors
and counselors. The volunteers are screened, interviewed and trained
on a monthly basis. We hope that the people of Durham make use of this
program.
In the upcoming year, the Probation Department will have a new
role - that of collections. The New Hampshire Legislature has passed
a number of bills that make it mandatory for the Probation Department
to collect for services rendered - lawyers' fees for representing
individuals in court, restitution and child services. We are also help-
ing to develop a model program designed to keep families together, keep





The Durham Safety Conunittee, consisting of Chairman James Chamberlin,
Public Works Director George Crombie and Police Chief Paul Gowen continues
to consider all suggestions and ideas to implement programs to increase
the safety of pedestrians and motor vehicle traffic. We appreciate the
help and assistance of our "associate", Dave Flanders of the Public Safety
Division of the University of New Hampshire. Although Dave is not an
official member of the Durham Committee, we consider his advice and
counsel most helpful and include him in many of our deliberations.
Of particular interest to us at this time is the examination of
improvements that can and should be made in street lighting.
Suggestions are welcome for improvements in our safety program.
Historic District Commission
In 1981, the Historic District Commission held its first public hear-
ing to receive input from the community concerning a proposed construction
within the Historic District. The Commission desires to have more input
from the community concerning future changes /construction within the
District. Members of the community are encouraged to contact the Commissio
with suggestions.
The Historic District Commission has scheduled bi-monthly meetings
commencing on the second Tuesday of February at 7:30 P.M. at the Town
Offices. Meetings have been scheduled through the calendar year 1982, and
if members of the community want to meet with the Commission please contact
the Chairman at least one week in advance of the scheduled meetings.
Members of the Durham Historic Commission are: Thomas Moriarty, Jr.,
Chairman, Patricia Dubois, J. S. Fitzgerald, Nancy Sandberg, Elizabeth




Pictured above in the surrey are Phil and Dorothy Wilcox of Durham on
the occasion of their 50th Wedding Anniversary. They are well known to all
of us in Durham. Certainly Dorothy Wilcox, a former teacher in the school
system and a major force in the Silver Squares, is a person widely recog-
nized for her immense kindnesses to so many in our community.
It is Phil Wilcox who is the object of our praise at this time. Phil
is retiring this year as a Trustee of Trust Funds in Durham, but that,
while it is an elected office, has been the least visible of his contri-
butions to our Town. He continues to pursue vigorously his interest in the
old, private graveyards in Durham and he never lets the Town forget the
importance of these historic landmarks. As a retired curator of the Durham
Museum, and still an active member of the Durham Historic Association, Phil
is a major presence in our community. We look forward to his enthusiastic
involvement in Town affairs for many years to come.
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CANTED GAVIN H r, LOUIi,A J
CA-,,AS R AL'JERTO t CONSTANCE
CASEY HERNARl) t KATHLEEN
CA;,CY -iTLfHEN t LILLIAN
CAVANAUGH JOHNoHARHARA
CtLlKKOL JAR1AROS
CKLIf^x.UL -lARdA-^OS G MIKYANA
CrlALlFUUX H(JMER (, JUDITH
CtlALMtR LAWRENCE L SARAH
CHALfAS KAY T
CMAMHh;RLIN JAME3 C
CHAM luRL I N JAMLS C
^HA^BrRLI'X <«ILLIAM C fc RjTH
CMVNeJLtR BARBARA
ChAm^LER NJRMA<4 fc ESTHER
LHAn:>L'-"T VINAL t CAROL
chanxell mm j heirs of
CmAPIW WALLACE fc LUCY
Chapman oonalj h
chase j associates inc
Chase d j associates inc
CHASE D J associates INC
CHASE J associates
Chase d j associates
Chase I) J associates
chas= d j associates
Chase u j associates
Chase o j associates
Chase d j associates
Chase d j associates inc
Chase .j j associatcs inc
CHASE i> j associates inc
CHASfc J associates inc
CHASE D J ASSOLlATtS INC
CrtASE r> J ASSOCIATES INC
CHASt ,1 J ASiOCIATES INC






















t> J » 7 e





































































CHASE D J ASbOCIATES INC
CHASE D J ASSOCIATES INC
CHASE J ASSOCIATES INC
^HASE O J ASSOCIATES INC
CHASE D J ASSOCIATES INC
CHASE O J ASSOCIATES INC
chase o j associates inc
chase j associates inc
Chase d j associates inc
Chase d j associates inc
Chase u j associates inc
chase O j associates INC




CHASE JtRE C JANE
CHASE LORRAINE
CHASE MALCOLM fc CHARLOTTE
CHASt MALCOlM fc CHARLOTTE
CHASE MALCOLM fc CHARLOTTE
CHASE KHl TAKER CHASE
CHE.^* JIANN-JEH fc WHEl-LING












































che'^wv michael g. julie
CHINHURG dale fc ELLEN
CHO^LIAN JONATHAN fc MARIoSA
CHRISTENSEN JAMES fc MARGARET
CHRISTEN^EN JAMES fc MARGARET
CHRISTIE THOMAS C
CHUPK» EDWARD L fc MARY M
CHURCHILL DOUGLAS fc CAROLYN
CHURCHILi-, DOUGLAS
CHUTE KENNETH fc ELI2AHETH







ClAJK RONALD fc LINDA
CLARK WAI LACE T fc f^ANMARA C
CLAiy-vS'ttj J' S ; I L '1
W
CLL-ILNT • ILL 1 A>»t 4AWY 7 J . « b I)
Ci_01TiVE -iJOe'f i, HLATMtk bO.MVO
Cjhukn r>HiwLEv jM.y^o
CjCHKAN 4ICHAPO t ANN b t V <f
CJCz-tf^AN^ ALf^.XANOPX fa'^tif><0
C!JCH«AN-. JDHN 11 7 1tOi)U
CThSn ALLAfJ t, JijrCt b<S,/f<0
CllLt^Y iALC'H JW t SALLY bO./bC
CJLZMAN UIL CO
COLSMAN UlL CO INC S»3.1t.O
CJLcMAN ,<ICHA9') 67tbO0
CJLLINS CD'IUN") J'^ C MAKY b 1 1 i
C.)Li_INS «A_T£>^ M U CMAKLOTTl 44,110
CJLJN F'»A7IE^ t KATHAt^lNL to,^.«^^0
lOL'J/OS VI-^&INIA D Ab.OiO
C.JLVIN FtLI X bl iVlO
CU^STiJCK THLCJOlWE t t.<^Ktt^^Ct ab.3jO
v.;)NuUON RODtWT t. JtANNilIf Vd.irfoO
v;,-J,,r,[i.J'M iUtlt.WT C I. JLANNtlli: 7b.4i'0
CJN<L1N JAMFS & D MlLL)f<bU B 44,b/0
CUNNe. uL, tLIZAOETH 3 J. 020
CJNfjf « Tt-iEOOO<^E t BAHbAKA 40,2 JO
CT-t-iU-* LA«rjN 'J t HEITY M 10 2.030
COWNjf-i LAOTON i) (, QE I T Y M 62,0^0
ONNOr^ RAY-tOND t UOHOT HY JJ.«VtO
CilN-^IDINE MARTnA 47,320
CU.^SIuINr RICHAN(J A 21.010
CiJJ<. 0.)NAL3 L. EMILY 43,100
CJJLEY (*ILLIAM t CYNTHIA 7'^,Si30
LJJMmS SuSAN M 42.Hi.0
C(JF-dLU "y.jrie:HT « t raiLLIL JJ b0,220
CD-^MIcR PETLR L 64.Jb0
CoTi JUTmH L L TMLHEbA N 32.800
COTE «(1Ll1AM t CYNTHIA 36.2b0
COTTER PATRICIA S 50,770
CJuTU-^E .•IICHA.-<rj C ELIZABETH 1.640
COX CLl^PfJ-JQ J 14.h70
CU/LL HAYMTND & KATHLEEN lb. 770
CKAIG ELI/ H TiVoST OF 0^,740
CfVAIG RAlPm i^t jrj c MERLE bb.b'jO
Cl<A|G RiJhERT E b><.4bO
CMAI& SOPPlV CI) INC 10b. ObO
CKAIG SUPPLY CU INC EMPLUYt', 34,lf-0
C>yAiG jUi'ply Company bb.bbO
V.RANUALL PAUL L >jOW I j b 1 . t> 1
CuAfJOALL *(ILL1A.1 D t JcA'4NE bb.3b0
C»^.JKl:-) RHHEKr A 43.130
Ci«i»N:jHA«l ^AJL oriNNA b2.b30
CRClbHY bUSAN 42.670
CRlSb CLAYTON 3^,260
C'^ lib OJNALU A L. HARUILT 35,'ilO
CHiJSb MAfNAi^D 4b, 000
C^.TUCh <ARy ^ 2'*. 100
C-<li« i.A.<",ErT C CMARLYN 4 1,330
C-JLLtN CAWOL B F ')W bl.S.<:0
^^r^Nl*-"^ JDoEPH J (. RUTH rl b2.b40
C'Ji^CIO ^ONALO P C. STEPHANIt bS.jbO
CU'vriS CAb5 V i, CHRIbTA 47.340
COIJt^ E"(NEST JR 130.000
CjTTER cRWCST J.< b7.080
CUTTE.^ =<NT5T J"( bb.230
CorrER ERN'^ST JR «:J^,,iS*0
CiJTTER EMNFbT JR 224. IbO
C'JTTtR E-INtlbT J-l 130.270
CUTT£M LwfjEST jH b7.440
Cutter ''.'^n'lb,r jr 122.010
C-JTTER cRN£bT JR V2.b0
».L»I TtR =RN«^ST J.< 04.^*20
CUTIFX E^NEbT JR S»3.bb0
Ci>TTLR LkNuST JR 2V.820
CiJlTER ERNEST JR VI. 340
CJTTCR ERNEST JR 110. bOO
^jTrE< E<N^sr J-< 207,420




()«Ri.lNGIjN jIDNV.Y I, JJAN
jjAV^ZN^OR T '.JJNAL'I C. E I Hi L
'jAVIb OrjRijfHr' «
.>AVIS DJRjTHY ••




>AV 1 J Jz ^N















3AV I J T ICHANU 3*^.^70
UAVIb RICHARD S t HELENA R 8S.,710
UAVIb «(EN(jELL P TRUST 1 , a 1
'1AVIS WENDELL P TRUST O , 1 00
DAVlb KENJCLL P trust l4,J10
DAVIS «£NDElL P TRUSl 14,t40
DAVIS wENDFLl P TRUST 14,0/0
JAVlb -ENDELL P TRUST 1,3S0
DAVIS «(eNDLLL P IRUSI I4.bl0
OAVIS «(ENDELL P TRUST 3.b00
JAVIS *EiMDtLL P TRUST b.ljO
JAVIS WENDELi. P TRUST 4 , 1 «0
DAVIS kSNDllL P trust 207,bS«0
DAVIS •rSND'^.LL P TRUSl 7w,b00
UAVIS «(ENDELL P TRUST 12.210
DAVIS *Ei^DELL P TRUST 22,770
DAVIS *£NDELl P trust lV,3b0
DAVIS ««EN0ELL P trust 24,Vi40
OAVIbUN • C V JANE? ETAL 22,140
DAVlbON WILLIAM H t V JANET b4.b00
OAWSJN CARL C. HANNALORE bS.tOO
DAWSON CHARLES O t DUR I S S 42.0v,0
DAWSUN JAMES t LUCILE 73,J>yO
DEAME CARL 7^.1^0
DEFLAVIO CARJL S C WILLIAM F 77.bb0
DE&LLR M-(S RuTh L b4.b20
DEGRACe JUHN t ELEANOR bl.400
DEGRUSS P^UL 43.300
OEJONG CATHARINA 6 42.^*00
DELANU RAYMOND F t RfcNA bS-.wbO
DELPORTO JOSEPH A 4O,0b0
DELTA ZEIA 110.330
DELUDE RICHARD A t DA.N 47,100
DEMARCO ./iNCtNT J G RUBY E 102,770
DEMARIS fUFRED SR 10,170
DEMtRS GEOR&e 12,460
DEMnuLPIED DAVID A 84.300
U'.SRJSIF-RS RICHARD t LCJU 1 SL 44,S.30
DETHIER CHARGES B 3b,bb0
OEVITJ FELIX A b,SOO
JEWEY RICHARD C. .^EATRlCt H,100
DEW'JV RICHARD £. uEATwiCt b7.b90
DtwING RICHARD L MARY b/,blO
OEXTE^ LORRAINE L 62,720
OIPERTO RIBERT JbO
OICKERMAN EDMUND t LOIS J 3b,ObO
IJ1ECKELM>N JAMES t MARY bb,bVO
aiMAMHRO ARTHUR R t H CcLESTL '»b,7bO
DlMAMDRO ARTHUR R & H CELbbTE 6,3«0
DlMAMiRO ARTHUH R £, H CELESTE 4>J,3bO
DINGLE CHARLES H & BEVERLY A bV,310
UINGMAN LAWRENCE C JANL bv,l«0
OISHMAN ANN O b7,3b0
OISHMAN ROBERT bb,670
DONAHUE GEORGE P C HELEN 43,4b0
DONAHUE PETER C. SYLVIA V4,M40
DONOVAN dCTTY L bl.bFO
DO.^OVAN "^ETTY L 22. blO
DOWLEN RICHARD C JANE S.4,420
!>OWNS RICHARD t & JUL 1 1 bb.440
3RAVLS DAVID SR 60.430
D<EHER COLEEN H bl.400
DR-^flER JAMES t COLLEN 60.b30
DREHER JAMES H bb.JlO
DRESSER MARIE 102. bbO
DREW GEORGIA GDSS C 4b0
OREYER DAVID £. CYNTHIA 13,010
OR'iYTR DAVIO t. CYNTHIA el,4^0
i)RIS<.JLL JOSEPH D 40.260
DJIAY J GORDON t DOROTHY 67.^10
DUrtOlS PAUL t PATRICIA bb.210
DUfiOlS THOMAS t ANNE 5b, 100
Dudley thomas m 46,770
DUDLEY ThO'IAj M 3b. 670
DUGAS KEVIN t LINDA 4.0b0
DUNN GERALD M t CYNTHIA A 4b.l<*0
Dunn -iiLDRtD 42.040
DUNN|i>AN WlLi-IA^ (, RESSlt Jb.WbO
Ollt4PHY PHILIP P JW 40,300
UOPONT EDWARD C JR ll»»,bbO
DUPJIS RJ.IERT t LINDA 41,0b0
DURGM OWEN H L PRISLlLLA T J ? . 4 i. O
DURHAM OMMUNIIY CHURCH
DURHAM HUUSING ASSN INC 6bJ.b30
Ollr<MA>4 SilU-JPING C>-NlEK 1.0Jb,300
DURHAM I.vuST CO
'•"<-•'" ShI-vLl Y M
3 2H. ?b0
. w , n -^ O
T-3
UvJHNALL "i'J* J t JUNE M
DUUi^'ELl. niNALD & KATMAMlNt
DUSSAiJLT MARJOHIE
JY'jUH trlLLCAM I, PAMtLA
FAJTMAN J^S=PHINE 3
EASTi4AM JUSEPHINE b
EASTMAN PAUL C LO^iKAINE
LCMKLH^^ueQ HENHfcWT
tOoy, JANICE
EtiEN PPAt^L e. MU*ARU
EUM Ji-^U ALAN £, NANCY
e:><*ahds ruth S
tGCti'^S JAMCb D RAHBA^A
ei.»'^ANN JOHN




El-L INr,<(^ao DAN M TRUST
Ellis HArlOwD DOt'JNA




ci-«ELL A^BtHT R (, LINDA b
^MFUY ROjf-. L
EmGALICHEV NICULAS t LIUIA













ciPJSITO GUY C MARY ANN
EVANS DANE C D 1 ANfc




FAN STEPHEN S T t AUDREY K I
FAhAG IHA'I C MAD I HA
FAMNSaJ-lfH ARTHUR f, GLENNA
FADCY r|4R-JY J i. ANN N
FAULK -lAsGARET J
rtU^RlR C ANTHONY t bU/ANN!.
rfcLIX F<ANC1S (. JALviUfcLINE
FERRARI RICHARD t NlADELlnE
-'ER-KEUA MARTIN R
rlC\tN*IRTH HELMUT
»^ ICK£N<( IiJTH HELMUT
»^IUlE-< -SANORA L
t^lELD SOU I A M
pinolll carol M

















»= ISCHfcR HOMES INC
FISCHER HjMfc S INC
FISChEx homes INC
FIjCHCiy SALTER t MARY
FISChC* *AlTEH
FISCHER riALTcR
F I jCHt « <*AL ?E R
F ISCHE< «Al IIR
rlJCHLR WALTER
FISCHER aALTLR
F I jCHcR «Ai. TLR
r|jC^iC-< -ALT'lR
FISH STAN«Our) c
F I 3H'. i 1A~(''>A ^c.^ V
FISK Lt Ji,A.<D A j^ t PATRICIA
r|j< L::L'«A'«D I. PAIRICIA
'• I n o lA. )• IN ', (,F ICH' LL
6.
GrtANT KENNPTH C MAHY &
GKANT tt ARTHUR t LOVtKl lA >
GWASSCJ CMARL55 A
GRAVES DONALD t MARY E
GREENE GEORGE
&^^EGG BRADFORD 6 MARY
GRIEKANK GEORGE t VIRGINIA
GRIFFITH SU2ANN F
GRIMES JJHN J (, EVELYN
GWISHMAN ALAN
&»<IbHMAN ALAN
GHOCHMAL BERNARD C IRENE
GjflTTSCHNEIOER R t K
GSOTTbCHNE I OCR RIChAHD
GUND JOHN
&*1NN JAMES JR t JOHANNA
HAD* IN OJNALO t SJN-MEY
HAENOLCR HEl^i^JT C MILDRED
HAENDLER HELMUT M
HAGNdR SAMJEL t EL IZAdETH
C C. MARY A
JOYCE
t COKNfcLIA






HALL FRANCIS L CARMAN F
HALL HARKY H 6 MARY JANE
HALL KATHLEEN MRS
hALluRAN RAYIONO t EILEEN
HALLn*rLL JOHN W JR
HAl^^ERN JEFFREY t JUiJiTH
HAM JUDITH HEIRS OF
HAM^Y SHIRLEY A
HAilSY (TlLLIAM U
HAMILTON HELEN F S
HAMILTON HELEN F S
HAMlLnN HELEN FS
HANCOCK DAVID t BARBARA
HANJy BERTHA S
HANDY PETER
HANNOn GcORGE H & MARY C
HANSEN LARRY C KAREN
HANSEN RJGcR A
HANSON PAUL • t Evelyn h
HArJCUORT JAMES t KATHERINE
HARDY RICHARD T
HARDY SAMUEL G JR t LORNA
HARMON MILDRED
HARRELL LLKOOO t MARgAkET
>1Ar<^INGTm^ liAf^RY D BONNIE
HARRIS ALEXANDER
HARRIS LARRY t ANNMARIE






HATCH ALUER T t
HATCH JOHN e. MARYANNA





HAYES T I 40THY P
HAZtN 4ILLIAM {, JUDITH
HEAlU L franklin HELEN
HEALf WILLIAM J JR
HEbBAR,) RICHARD E
HE'^ERT DAVID t BEATRICE
HECKcL MAYNAWD f, AUDREY
H'"GARTr 4ARTIN t JANET
HtGARTY MARTIN t JANET
HElLHLINGER ROBERT C MARILYN
HEIOGERD LLOYD t EDNA
HEIDGtRD LLOYD (. EDNA
HE iLdROf^^cR HANS fc PHYLLIS
HEILBRONNER HANS C PHYLLIS
HEIScNMERG JOCHtN
HtlSLY DANIEL J C. Af^NE B
HElJ BARRI^N £, GERARDINA
HLLSHER RICHARD £. JUDITH
HENDERSON CHARLES F
HENRr HAROLD J
HCNRY KILL 1AM F
HtPLFV ELIZAHf TH M































































































H C KATHERINE B
MARY LOUISE
HERR GUENTER fc VIOLA
HcRSEY IRVING TRUST
HLRSEY Irving TRUST
HILL JOHN L t DORIS







HINCKLEY GARDNER t MARY
HIRD BRUCE A t SETSUKO
HIRST DONALD C. LINNEA
HITCHCOCK LEON «
HOCHGRAF FREDERICK G fc SALLY
HOCKtR HAROLD t DOROTHY
HODGINS ELWIN JR t BERNICE
HOENE t HOPKINS
HOENE RUDOLPH D URSULA H
HOGAN JOHN t RHODA
HOGARTY DONALD & ELAINE





HOLTER JAMES C VADA
HOLZMANN KARL t MARY J
HOLZMANN ROBERT A








HORNBECK JAMES fc NANCY
H3RRIGAN JAMES
HORRIGAN JAMES O C. MARY C
HOSE JOHN R t JANET R
HOTALING ALTON S t. BEVERLY
HJULE MARK J
HOULE NORMAN O t KATHLEEN
HOWARD CLEVELAND JR C ETHYL
HOWELL WILLIAM H t LYNN A
HUBBE . PAUL
HUDON LOUIS J e. EDNA S
HULL RICHARD D FRANCIS C
HIXL RJOERT R £, SHEILA H
HUTCHINSON JOHN C BARBARA
HYLTuN WALTER
lANNACCONE A e J C
IDOlES ESTHER M
IKAWA MIYOSHI
IRWIN MANLEY t DORIS
ISAACSON ALFRED C BARBARA





JACOUSON PAUL t BEVERLY
JACOBY A ROBB t CAROL F
JAMES CHARLES t HESTER







JtNKS R STEPHEN fc CAROLYN
JERABEK LEONARD W
JERVIS FREDERICK t JANIS
JETTE JANC G












































































































JUNdS GALEN C L.JITH
JONES K£NNE7H R £. TLWtbA B
J(JN=S PAUL H (, HEREDYTH m
JlJyal eo«(A;^o jr t oonib
iCAPlAN DAVID
-^.APJj^ JAi^OISH t LALITA
NAPi-A bIGMA











KAuFHANN RICHARD (. JANE
t^AOPPINEN MARGA.^ET
K.AVANAGH Al ICE
i^AYSE-v JOHN R i, JOANNE
".EfcFE ROBERT t LCDA
KEENER H t E e. >» t S
^^FNER HARRY t ELIZABETH
KEENER HARKY t. ELIZAttEIh
KE-Sfc< C R3BT t EILCCN M
KELLY JArtc'S P
KELLY ROBERT F t JANET
KcLSEY ThF.ODORE t MARIAN
KELSEY WILLIAM C c>jZANNC
KcMPTON WUOERT F 6 MARY E
KENNEDY- NELSON F 6 DEBORAH D
Kennedy rossert c c dorothy g
kennedy robert jr nora
kenney hugh t. judith
KcNSe Y atV « MURRAY t CONSTAN
KENT ROY t ALICE
KERR KENNETH
KERTZtR RO'^ERT {. JOYCE MARIE
K'^TCHU^ DONALD *
KHLEIF «u:j & N05LLE
KIANG YUN TZU C MING C
KIChlINE HELEN a
KILIAN PAUL £. MARY
KIMJALL ROLAND CHARLOTTE
KING THOMAS JR KAREN
KINGMAN BRADFORD C. JANE
KINZ^Y (*IlBOR C BARBARA
K I rFlELD CORNEL 1 A C








K.LlPPi_USTE!N GERALD J LINDA
KHIGHT FLORENCE
KNIGHT LE«IS t ANNE
KNIGHTLY ROGER t, ANN
KOHlER JOHN t PATRICIA
KOHN PAUL L
KJLE MICHAEL C JOYCE
KUMJNCHAK WERNADETTE
KJNRAD ALEXANDER N
KORBEL JJHN E. ISOaEL
KUiESKI <<ALTER
KRASSNER HELEN
KRAUS JOHN O JR
KREMZIEl RICHARD J
KRUMMEL RT^ERT C. MARILYN
KULLEN ROBERT A
KULP RICHARD £. JOYCE
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To the inhabitants of the Town of Durham, County of Strafford, State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster River Cooperative High
School Gymnasium, Durham, New Hampshire, on Tuesday, the ninth day of March /
1982, A.D., at 8 : 00 A.M. (E.S.T.) to act on the following ballot articles:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, & 8
As provided by law, there can be no discussion on these articles prior
to balloting.
POLLS WILL CLOSE AND ACTION BY BALLOTING on the articles referred to
above and listed below will cease at 7:00 P.M. The ballots will then be
counted and the results announced.
Further, in compliance with action approved by the Town Meeting on
March 7, 1972 (Article 2), you are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster
River Cooperative High School Gymnasium at 7:00 P.M., on Wednesday,
March 10, 1982 , to act on all other articles in this warrant.
ARTICLE 1 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To choose two (2) Selectmen for a term of
three (3) years; one (1) Moderator for a term of two (2) years; four (4)
members of the Budget Committee for a term of Three (3) years; two (2)
members of the Budget Committee for a term of one (1) year; one (1) Super-
visor of the Checklist for a term of six (6) years; one (1) Trustee of
Trust Funds for a term of three (3) years; and all other elective officers
for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of adoption of amendment
No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Durham Zoning
Ordinance as follows: Revise the following sections of the Zoning Ordinance
to allow mobile home subdivisions.
a. ADD: to Section 1.4 Definitions of General Terms.
MOBILE HOME SUBDIVISION means the division of a tract, or a parcel
of land into two (2) or more lots, for the specific purpose of the
placement of mobile homes on individually owned lots within the
subdivision.
b. DELETE: old Section 4.15 b and replace the new section 4.15 b as follows:
"4.15 b Mobile Homes in a licensed mobile home park or in an approved
mobile home subdivision."
c. ADD: to Section 4.21 Residential Uses Permitted the following:
"j. Mobile Home Subdivision. A division of a tract, or a parcel of
land into two (2) or more lots, for the specific purpose of the
placement of mobile homes on individually owned lots within the
subdivision. Allowed within Cluster Developments only.
d. ADD: to Table 4.28 Table of Permitted Uses by Zoning District under
Residential Uses new Section p. with old footnote #6.
W1
P Mobile Home R
Subdivision X 6
e. DELETE: the last sentence in Section 8.10 definitions Mobile Home .
f. ADD: to Table 12.51 Density, Dwelling Type and Lot Area per dwelling
unit (D. U.) in the Rural (R) Zoning District.
Developable Mobile Home
Water Sewer area Subdivision
Mobile Home -, . yes
Subdivision No No 80,000 40,000
g. ADD: to Table 12.52 Other Dimensional Control for Cluster Development
Lots.
1 2
Cluster Develop- Minimum Frontage Minimum Yards Max. Height
ment Lots, All Per ^ ^"^
Zoning Districts Dwelling Unit Front Side Rear ft.; stories
Mobile Home 75 30 10 20 35 2.5
Subdivision
h. ADD: to Section 12.62 Site Design .
f. Where a Mobile Home Subdivision abutts a Scenic Road a visual
buffer shall be provided. Where the visual buffer is not naturally
wooded, an appropriate wall, fence or hedge at least six (6) feet
in height shall be provided as necessary to screen the subdivision
from the view of a Scenic Road.
ARTICLE 3 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 2^ as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Durham
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
ADD: to Table 12.52 Other Dimensional Controls for Cluster Development
Lots footnote "#4 The Planning Board has the power to vary this
requirement" and place the footnote #4 next to the number "40" under
minimum frontage per dwelling unit for townhouse or housing for the
elderly.
"
ARTICLE 4 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of adoption of
Amendment No. 2 ^^ proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Durham
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
REVISE the following sections of the Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map for th<
creation af a CR-1 Zoning District.
a. ADD: to Section 2.10 Establishment of District Under Non-Residential
District "CR-1 Commercial Residential District."
b. ADD: to Section 2.20 Purpose of Districts "CR-1 — the purpose of this
zone is to provide for more uses of the land than allowed in the CR
zone, but excluding fraternities, sororities, rooming houses, boarding
houses, club houses and dormitories.
c. ADD: to Table 4.28 Table of Permitted Uses by Zoning District the
following:
W2
Table 4.28. Table of Permitted Uses by Zoning District :
USES
Residential Uses
(See 1.40, 4.21) CR-1
All uses except a, b, i, and m
each require site review.
a. single household X
b. duplex household X
c. apartment dwelling^ X
d. rooming house
e. boarding house
f. fraternity & sorority
g. club house
h. dormitory
i. accessory lodging use
1. accessory apartments X
2. accessory rooming X
3. accessory boarding X
j. accessory home occupation
1. first class X
2. second class X
k. rest & nursing homes SE
1. mobile home parks (Art. 8)
m. accessory buildings X
n. housing for elderly SE
o. townhouse^ X
Rural and Recreational CR-1
Uses (See 4.22 - each
such use will require
site review, see 10.30)
a. crop farms and plant nurseries
b. livestock farms
c. poultry farms
d. boarding, training or veterinary
care of animals
e. commercial greenhouse, cidermill,
sawmill
f. retail sales of farm or nursery
products
g. seasonal camping grounds
h. outdoor recreation
i. marinas, yacht clubs, boat yards
j. sports using motors, shooting
ranges
k. airport, heliport
1. removal of earth products (by
authorization of Board of Selectmen
only. See Art. 9)
m. keeping of personal riding horses
or other large animals
W3
Retail and Personal Uses
(See 4.23 — each such use
will require site review,
see 10.30)
a. retail stores, personal services .
b. restaurants or any other establishment X
where food or beverages are consumed
on the premises, except drive-in
eating places
c. drive-in eating places
d. theatre, club operated as a
business indoor amusement
e. hotel, motel X
f. medical or dental clinic X
g. offices for professional or
personal services X
h. bank X
i. funeral parlor X
j . yard/garage sales^ X
k. any establishment selling alcoholic
beverages 1980
NOTES:
4. Establishments may sell alcoholic beverages for consumption
on the premises only provided no part of any such establishment
may be located within 200 feet of any part of another such
establishment, nor within 250 feet of any part of a church,
synagogue, or other place of worship, or within 250 feet of an
RA, KB, or RC Zoning Boundary.
Automotive Uses (See 4.24 CR-1
each such use will require
site review, see 10.30)
a. automobile service station
b. car washing establishment
c. commercial parking lot
Research and Business
Office Uses (See 4.25 — each
such use will require site
review, see 10.30)
a. research offices, laboratories X
b. administrative, sales offices X
Light Industry (See 4.26
each such use will require
site review, see 10.30)
Institutional and Semi-Public
Uses (See 4.27 — each such use
will require site review, see
10.30)
a. religious and public educational uses
b. other schools, nurseries
c. civic clubs, sports clubs
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d. hospitals and sanitaria
e. private utility without service yard,
not to exceed 40,000 sq. ft. X
f. private utility with service yard, not
to exceed 40,000 sq. ft.
d. ADD 'CR-1' after 'CR' in Section 5.23 d . 5.23 d. presently states
'Where a lot in the CR district abuts a lot in a Residence district,
the above provisions for screening may be required pursuant to site
review.
e. ADD 'CR-1' after 'CR' in Section 5.34 a . 5.34 a. presently states 'No
structure other than permitted signs and no parking shall be permitted
within 7 feet of a side or rear lot line in an OR, BA, BB or CR District
abutting a Residence District not the property of the University of
New Hampshire unless screened as provided in Section 5.23 c.
f. ADD 'CR-1' after 'CR' in Table 5.41 Dimensional Controls by Zoning
District under the heading Zoning District.
g. ADD 'CR-1' after ' R' in Table 7.4 9 Number and Type of Signs Permitted
by District for Each Business . This would permit: one (1) Residential
Accessory sign; two (2) Snipe Signs; one (1) temporary sign and one (1)
Free Standing or Ground Sign in the proposed CR-1 Zone.
ARTICLE 5 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Durham Zoning Ordi-
nance as follows:
DELETE Section 5.31 Lot Area a. Lots with Multiple Dwellings.
Replace with new section:
5.31 Lot Area
A. Lots with Multiple Dwellings . The minimum areas of a lot with
multiple dwelling units shall be the greater of the following:
The minimum lot area required for the district; or the area
required to meet the off-street parking requirements of Sections
6.30 and 6.40, plus 2000 sq. ft. per multiple dwelling building
as defined in Section 1.40.
ARTICLE 6 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 5 as proposed by petition of the voters for this Town?
"To amend the Zoning Map of the Town of Durham to include within the
CR (Commercial Residential) Zone parcel 41-1 on sheet 4 of the Town of
Durham Tax Map, said parcel being located on the northeasterly corner of
the intersection of Bayview Road and Route #108."
(Petitioned by 29 legal voters as follows: Richard Gsottschneider
,
Joseph J. O'Reilly, Camilla M. O'Reilly, Ruby E. DeMarco, George A. Trojan,
Robert G. Congdon, Janice E. Olson, Susan Metters, Peter A. Handy, Bernard
Casey, Paul B. Kilian, Nancy P. Jenkins, William R. Skinner, Jr., Lucy L.
Skinner, Garrett E. Crow, Bernice C. Hodgins, Charles J. Lincoln, Marion C.
Beckwith, Evelyn Browne, Ellen M. Trojan, Dick P. Olson, Mark W. Sega,
Jody A. Handy, Robert W. Jenkins, Kathleen Casey, Mary Jane Kilian, Diane C.
Olson, William R. Skinner, Charlyn Crow) . (Recommended by the Planning
Board .
)
ARTICLE 7 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 6 as proposed by petition of the voters for this Town?
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"(1) That Article 2 ZONING DISTRICTS Section 2.20 PURPOSE OF
DISTRICTS be amended so as to read: BB - the purpose of this district is
to provide a compact area for automotive services and vehicularly oriented
business and to provide for establishments offering retail sales and
services
.
"(2) That Article 4 USE REGULATIONS TABLE Section 4.28 TABLE OF PER-
MITTED USES BY ZONING DISTRICT Retail and Personal Uses be amended by add-
ing permitted use L. Retail convenience store with the sale of alcoholic
beverages for off premises consumption. To place an "X" opposite
Section L of ARTICLE 4 USE REGULATIONS TABLE SECTION 4.28 TABLE OF PER-
MITTED USES BY ZONING DISTRICT RETAIL AND PERSONAL USES under the BB
Zoning.
"(3) That Article 4 USE REGULATIONS TABLE Section 4.28 TABLE OF PER-
MITTED USES BY ZONING DISTRICT , AUTOMOTIVE USES be amended by adding per-
mitted use D Retail convenience store. To place an "X" opposite
Section D of ARTICLE 4 USE REGULATIONS TABLE SECTION 4.28 TABLE OF PER-
MITTED USES BY ZONING DISTRICT , AUTOMOTIVE USES under the BB Zoning."
(Petitioned by 27 legal voters as follows: Thomas J. Viccaro, Amy Shea
Viccaro, Robert C. Nilson, Kathy R. Proulx, Basil J. F. Mott, Gary L.
Lonsinger, Ruth B. Mott, Paul Matusow, Donald Masi, William H. Davison,
Donald Cook, Charles H. Williams, John V. Jette, R. T. Kulp, Jane Bennett,
Richard A. Petrie, James M. Hornbeck, Howard M. Shapiro, James J. Mahoney,
John T. Harrison, Norman Lamontagne, Frances R. Mullin, William C. Hazen,
Richard Proulx, Brigitte Williams, R. B. Craig, Jr., Margaret S. Christen-
sen.) (Recommended by the Planning Board.)
ARTICLE 8
.
(VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 7 as proposed by petition of the voters for this Town?
"(1) That Article 4 USE REGULATIONS TABLE Section 4.28 TABLE OF PER-
MITTED USES BY ZONING DISTRICT RETAIL AND PERSONAL USES be amended by
allowing restaurants or any other establishment where food or beverages
are consumed on the premises, except drive-in eating places to be per-
mitted use. To place an "X" opposite Section B of ARTICLE 4 USE REGULA-
TIONS TABLE SECTION 4.28 TABLE OF PERMITTED USES BY ZONING DISTRICT RETAIL
AND PERSONAL USES under the BB Zoning." (Petitioned by 29 legal voters as
follows: Thomas J. Viccaro, Amy Shea Viccaro, Robert C. Nilson, Kathy R.
Proulx, Basil J. F. Mott, Richard Gsottschneider , Gary L. Lonsinger,
Norman Lamontagne, Nicholas Engalichev, Donald Masi, William H. Davison,
Donald F. Cook, Charles H. Williams, John V. Jette, R. T. Kulp, Jane C.
Bennett, Richard A. Petrie, James W. Hornbeck, Howard M. Shapiro, James J.
Mahoney, John T. Harrison, Ruth B. Mott, Paul Matusow, Frances R. Mullin,
William C. Hazen, Richard Proulx, Brigitte Williams, R. B. Craig, Jr.,
Margaret S. Christensen. ) (Not recommended by the Planning Board.)
THE PRECEDING CONCLUDES THE OFFICIAL BALLOT ARTICLES
ARTICLE 9 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150^000)
for sewer construction to service an area east of the Route 4 Bypass,
including parts of Bagdad and Canney Road to the Madbury Town line, and
portions of Ambler Way and Gerrish Drive. Such sum to be raised through
the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal
Finance Act (N.H. R.S.A. 33:1 et seq., as amended) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the
rate of interest thereon, and to take such other actions as may be neces-
sary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds
or notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town of Durham.
Further, to authorize the Selectmen to seek, accept, and expend such State
Federal, and private grants as are availajDle for such purposes.
(Ballot after discussion.) (Two-thirds majority vote required to pass.)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.) Estimated first-year impact on the
Tax Rate: $.00.
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v^7ICLE 10. (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will vote to raise
=-i a-crcpriare the sum of Three H\indred, Thirty-three Thousand Dollars
($333,000) for the construction of a partially enclosed ice rink with
artificial icemaking capacity. Further, to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow One Hundred Sixty-six Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars ($166,500)
under the Municipal Finance Act and to determine the rate of interest
^hereon. Provided that an equal svim is obtained from the National Park
Service (formerly known as B.O.R. funds) . (Petitioned by 15 legal voters
as follows: Robert C. Nilson, Richard Martin, Elma T. Martin, Elaine T.
Hogarty, Donald G. Hogarty, James M. Harcourt, Kathleen M. Harcourt,
Crescentia Ann Healy, Robert McDonough, Suellen M. McDonough, Jayne Coding,
Eugene Grossi, Bob Moran, J. Gwinn, Johanna M. Gwinn.)
(Two-thirds majority vote required to pass.) (Ballot after discussion.)
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee.) Estim.ated first-year impact
on the Tax Rate: $.10.
ARTICLE 11 . To see if the Town will vote the sum. of Twenty-four
r'r.cusar.d. Two Hundred Thirty Dollars ($24,230) for the purpose of making
life safety, energy, access, and exterior improvements to the Grange Hall.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee.) Estimated first-year impact
on the Tax Rare: S.28.
AJ^.nZLZ II . Ic see if the Town will vote to purchase a certain 26-
acre parcel ~f land in Lee known as the Morgan Gravel Pit (Book 692,
Page 13), for a sum of Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000.00), payment to be
made over 10 years in annual installments of $4,000 each. Further, to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate and execute a sales agree-
ment with the owner under terms which are in the best interests of the
Town. (2/3 majority vote required to pass) . ( Recommended by the
Budger Committee.) Estim.ated first-year impact on the Tax Rate: $.05.
AP.nCLZ 13 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell
-'r.e rrv.-r. gravel pit, consisting of 12 acres and located on Garrity Road
ir. 1=5, E : : •. 44-. Page 356; Book 760, Page 103; Book 431, Page 494; and
Seek 515 --^^^ ---• Such sale to be made in conformance with appropriate
bidding procedures in the best interests of the Town.
AP.nCLZ 14 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
receive and deposit in the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, Federal Revenues
allocated to the Town by the Federal Government \inder provisions of the
1972 Acts of Congress, as amended, establishing the State and Local
Assistance Act, and to authorize withdrawal from this fund for budgeted
apprccriatiins (see Budget) in the apprcxir.ate amounts and for the pur-
piHes lis'ei as follows:
Zizy. Budger 11=2 - 12/31/82




250un Anniversary Ccnmirree $ 1,850.00
Old Age Assisrance 4,000.00
Welfare 3,500.00
Day Care Centers 4,500.00
Oyster River Heme Healrh Association 6,043.00
Newmarket Regicnal Health Center 1,380.00
Library 22,400.00
Cruiser Purcnase 8,300.00
Beautif ication .Maintenance 9,491.00




ARTICLE 15 . To see if che Town will vote to adopt -r.e Budge* fcr ^r.e
period January 1, 1932 - Decenier 31, 1982, as s^obmitted by the Budget
Connnittee in the amount of Three Million, One Hundred Eighty-seven Thousar.:
Three Hxondred Thirty-nine Dollars ($3,187,339.00), and to raise by taxes
the sum of One Million, One Hundred Eighty-one Thousand, Twenty-four
Dollars and forty-four cents (31,151,024.44) for the purposes thereof.
(See Budget Detail)
.
ARTICLE 16 . To see if rhe Tcvr. vill adept -he following P.esclution:
Inasmuch as Henry A. Davis gave a great deal of his ri~e
and attention to making Durhan a better place in which to live,
we commemorate his good works as a civic leader, a Granger,
and a truly warm and caring person, by naming the Grange Hall
the Henry A. Davis Community Center. We, the citizens of
Durham, dedicate this building to Henry in the hope that his
memory will inspire others to contribute -heir ralen-s ic the
betterment of the Town in the years ahead.
ARTICLE 1~ To see if zhe Town will adopt, under the provisions of
RSA 31:41-a and 31:42, an Ordinance to Regulate and License Amusement
Devices and .-_—iserent Centers. Such Ordinance was enacted by the Durham
Board of Sele;-.-er. :n September 28, 1981, cind its major provisions are
siommarized belcv:
1. Defines "arMse-e-- re-.-er =s premises having five cr -ere ar.user.ent
devices availiile f ;r _£i ly -he public.
2. No person under 16 years of age allowed to operate an ar._ie.-ent
device unless accc-panied by a parent or guardian.
3. No alcoholic beverages r.ay be served in an aniusement center.
4. License required to offer ar.use-en- devices for operation by public.
5. License fee of S5G per device per year required.
6. Management plan required for ar.u5er:ent center licensing.
7. Penalty for violation of the Ordinance.
(Copies of the ordinance are available in this room.
)
ARTICLE 18 . To see if the Town will approve the institution of s^«i-
annual Property Tax collection, to become effective in 1983. Such col-
lection to be in accordance with RSA 76:15, xinder procedures established
by the Selectmen (Assessors) and Tax Collector.
ARTICT.F 19 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sign a Quit Claim Deed releasing all Town rights to any and all ease-
ments on the property described as follows: A parcel of land located on
the easterly side of Madbury Road, Town of Dxirham, County of Strafford
and State of New Hampshire, measuring approximately 119,194 square feet
or 2.736 acres, and further described as Lot #2 on a Plan drawn by Dickson
Holden & Associates, Inc., dated 7/17/80 and revised 2/6/81, and recorded
in Strafford County Registry of Deeds.
ARTICLE 20 . The undersigned legal residents of Durhaa, Hew Baapshire
request the Selectmen to place the following question on the warrant for
the 1982 Town Meeting: Shall the citizens of Durham ask Bienbers of the
New Hampshire Congressional delegation to support or co-sponsor a reso-
lution in the United States Congress to: Request the President of the
United States to propose to the Soviet Union that the United States and
the Soviet Union adopt a mutual freeze on the testing, production and
deployment of nuclear weapons and missiles and of new aircraft designed
primarily to deliver nuclear weapons, with verification safeguards
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satisfactory to both countries. (Petitioned by 29 legal voters as
follows: Margaret Tillinghast, Ethelyn H. Haslerud, Valerie Tillinghast,
David L. Grainger, Jane Kaufmann, Mary Gale Anderson, Duncan Bruce, Jr.,
Margaret Bruce, Cicely Buckley, Joan Darlington, Katharine B. Howe, Bea
Dewey (Beatrice Dewey), Elizabeth S. McConnell, Ruth K. Chamberlin, Bill
Chamberlin (William Chamberlin) , Richard J. Coleman, Edward G. Howe,
Sandra L. Fidler, Eric A. Nordgren, Eveline R. Robinson, Paul B. Robinson,
Elizabeth Nordgren, Edward K. Tillinghast, Lynne Little, Carolyn Shore,
Mrs. Donald McArthur (Theodora McArthur) , Susan B. Grainger, Susan Metters,
Joanne V. Sasner.)
ARTICLE 21 . Inasmuch as Seabrook II is threatened with abandonment
and the solvency of the Public Service Co. of New Hampshire is at stake,
it should be belatedly yet clearly recognized that the passage of the anti-
CWIP bill in 1979 has corrupted the rate making process and prevented the
Public Utilities Commission from carrying out its statutory functions.
We the citizens of Durham urge the Governor and legislators to take emer-
gency action and immediately rescind the anti-CWIP bill by new legislation.
(Petitioned by 11 legal voters as follows: John T. Harrison, Ray F. Mac-
Donald, Francis D. Manock, Philip C. Montagano, Flora R. Shields, Marshall
Shields, Charles H. Burnham, Ann M. Burnham, David L. Larson, Richard L.
Proulx, Mabel Lavoie.)
ARTICLE 22 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, negotiate, and do all other things necessary to obtain such Federal,
State or other assistance as may be available for public works or other
municipal functions, and to expend such funds for those projects.
(Two-thirds majority vote required to pass.)
ARTICLE 23 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen,
under authority of R.S.A. 80:42, to sell and transfer the tax lien and/or
the title to real estate acquired by the Town at a tax collector's sale
for non-payment of taxes, in default of redemption for such tax sale with-
in the time limited by law, by deed or otherwise upon such terms as the
Selectmen shall deem to be in the best interests of the Town.
ARTICLE 24 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of approximately Three Hundred Ten Thousand Dollars ($310,000) to
defray its share of the cost of Strafford County Government.
ARTICLE 25 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow necessary money in anticipation of taxes by issuing short-term
notes.
ARTICLE 26 . To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this 22nd day of February in the year
of our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Two.
Lawrence W. O'Connell, Chairman
James C. Chamberlin
Alden L. Winn
Owen B . Durgin
Sheldon Prescott
DURHAM BOARD OF SELECTMEN
A True Copy, Attest:
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The Budget
Report and Recommendation of the Budget Committee
Town of Durham, March, 1982






















HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES:
Town Maintenance






















National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES:
Meals and Rooms Tax




State Aid Water Pollution Projects
Grease Handling Facilities
Business Profits Tax (Town Share)
Return of Motor Vehicle Fees
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits
and Fil ing Fees
Fines & Forfeits
CHARGES FOR SERVICES:










Proceeds of Long-Term Debt
Income from Water and
Sewer Departments
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund
Fund Balance (Revenue Sharing)
Trustees of the Cemetery
Grange Reimbursement
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS:
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED FROM
PROPERTY TAXES
(Exclusive of County & School Taxes)
TOTAL REVENUES:
Estimated

















































*$8,268.00 from Revenue Sharing





Payroll - Administrative O.T.
Payroll - Hourly







































































































































































PUBLIC WORKS DEPT: (Cont'd)













**Funds to come from Trustees
of Trust Funds Highway Subsidy
Capital Investment (New):






























Lamprey - 1979 Bond
1980 Bond
Sewer Dept. Mill Pond
Water Dept. Bonds
Water Dept. Sewer Study
State - Wastewater Treatment















































Pub! ic Works Payroll
TO: INCINERATOR





Parks & Rec. Supt.
Part-time
TO: PARKS & RECREATION





































Office, Supplies & Insurance
Payroll Benefits



















Dues & Short Courses




















































TOTAL SEWER CAPITAL BUDGET;




^ INN JA V I D N S. ib
,.INN DA»'IO N '-),t'3^
LINSK/ A-^N JLD C. ELl^ABfcTH 71.i««0
LlNSKV ARNOLD S J^.UbO
LITTLE MUWWAi' L 47,H<^()
LITTLEFIP.LD JAVIU C. HEBECCA 54 . i I
LOCKfc- * JAMCS 2?.iOO
^(JCX-HAWJI HILLIAM III £j.f><yO
LOC'<•^A'<T Mt IL L MARGAWfcT bB.lbO
LUC<i»OJO JJHN A t JEAN M A'>,i:'rfO
L.)0':M T'iil'J.lWE 111 t bU/ANNt 50.100
Loe.'icn •)Avir) r. Susannah b^^fi:o
^OFWIA JII5CPH i. DOWUTHY bO,<.bO
L.JHNfcS KATHLEEN b.600
uDHnES KATHLEEN t BENJAMIN 60
LiJHrjES <ATHLcEN t MARY ANN 40
L'JM'JtS "^AUL C KATHLEEN 4^.100
u'JNG OlLl-IAM 111 t. HARUAMA 4O.2t0
L0n,j1N^","M CAtiv t. NANCY fo3.1?0
i_OWy lHjciOTHy H h.OfaO
LO-^'J DU^'JTHY M 410
LUT'IWIJP M/VkJiLYN bl.7t>0
i.O*Y JOHN t MAXGAHLT 3'y,J20
LUN;J^^JLM AD* 4 3,630
LJNlJHJL"« ;>)NALD L C MAUUE C bl,V40
LUH'^HOL*' JERE b4,4bO
LYNCH DA"<-^EL t PAISY 6b,ieO
uYNCH OA^-^EL t t^ATbV lb. 300
LYNCH OARRYL t3. IHO
LYNCH DARRYL C. PATSY b3.W00
M t J BUIi_DERS INC "S . 4
''ACOoNALJ ELSIE M 35.360
MAC JON A L 'J ELSIE M 5i;.^b0
MAC'JdNALD R FC.FITTS (-ERLEY 600
MACt>ONALJ RAY F & ELIZABETH • 37.190
< AC JONAlO -»AYMUNL) F 7>^,JbO
MAC.JJNALJ XILLIAM ESTATE OF 35,150
MACg-vEGjm F[j,iBES C K.ATHARINE ^£.120
MACjRE&UR MALCOLM G 37,370
MACHAMDY *ILLIA-it L JUDITH 4H.600
MACIOLEK STANLEY JH t, 6b. 500
viAC<AY EDWARD 44,^^0
MAC^IE SmEILA A 35,4"»0
MACLEAN ALEXASIjE-^ £. EVELYN 460
MACLEAN AuEaANOER t EVELYN 7^,700
MAv^IDSUN DAVIJ t LE5LEE 60,740
MAfr,-)NEY JAME2> J G ALICE U 2 7.000
MAIER JQMN C MARY 3f;,240
MANGFNF R'JHERT S 73,2 10
MANQCK FRANCIS O
MANJCK FRANCIS O t DOROTHY L 560
MANJCK FRANCIS D £. DOROTHY L 78,155
MARELLI JOSEPH C DIV^ 33,370
MARSLHNER MAt-Y ALICE AB.HIO
MARSHALL GUY C 5«,6b0
MARSHALL SU/ANNE 5 1.150
MARSTiJN RUShT JN ^00
MARTIN CAr<L t RACHEL 37.320
MARTIN RICHARD C 56.610
MA"(TL1NG « KENT t KU T H M 44,650
MASI nONAu) £, FRANCIS M 54,l>y0
maThIESON ARTHUR L MYLA 74.640
MAlMUR yiRENDA KUMAR 44.4 10
MATj;,'J« PAUL C ARLENE V5.110
MAurER. tjRUCE A 4 1,130
"AU-ilCE LLISAMETH VAIL 73,730
MAUTZ -ILLIAM (, C SUE 46.700
MAY JOHN f. CAROL «> 3 . 7bO
MAYNARJ FREDcLLE H 53,<5J0
MCALLISTER ROHERT t, JEANNE 17,630
MCARThUR THEnoflRA 44,4H0
MCCADOIN MARK f, VIRGINIA 64,110
MCCADDIN ROBERT t EDITH 47,S.20
MCCANN FRANCIS JR t DIANE 4 5 , 30
MCC JNNEwL RAYMOND ETUX 36,<<50
MCCOSKER JOHN F 7,620
MCDJI<JUGi1 RiJREMT t SUELLEN 62.140
MCGAULEY JOHN t MARGARET 50,440
MCGINTY JOHN A t PAThICIA 61,770
MCGOWEN .'ETTE A 3n,5o0
MCINTOSH Ei;>*ARO O 6,700
MCKiCNNA MARGARtT B 25,420
MCKINNJN DONALD O C JENIFER *V,Oi'0
MCK.JNE JESSE
MCKJNE J..SSE 50,160
'^Ll.ANE MARGARET R 3l,o00
»«Cl':AN CAR.JLYrj 5 4,R2r,
MCNAMARA ^TNALJ C HELEN V/.'-'UI
MvNVMACvA THOMAS J JF (^ ^ , i"^
MCnKIlL MALCJl m t, VlULElA 64,^50
MCNEILL VITLETA (j 14,400
MCNITI JANANNE A'v.^fO
MEAOFR DOROTHY J b7,V30
MEAGHf:R KILLIAM t, CAROL 63.460
MEDOING HARRISON '*'*"
MELVIN DJNALD £. AN^^E 60,610
MtNGE CARLETON f. HETTE » 49,640
MENNEL ROBERT (, GISELA 59,640
MtRf^NDA MICHAEL C CLAIRE 48,020
MERRICK :97<5 TRUST ^^^
MERRICK 1978 TRUST 53,130
MERRILL Christopher 43,300
MESSIER PHILIP A 42,6^0
MiTCALF ARTHUR W t MARY E 29,060
MICELl FRANCIS S 5H,O60
MICHAEL JOSEPH C SHIRLEY 139,040
•(ICHAEL SHIRLEY <• S4,760
MICHAEL SHIRLEY « 16,910
MICHEL PETER N 50,300
MICK oAMUEL £. CAROL 112,600
MlDt>LETON WILLIAM 65.750
MILLER EDMUND O 4e,420
MILLER EMERY A (. BETTY M 43.910
MILLER 4ALTER T 29,120
MILLS diETTY JOYCE 21.920
MILLS EUGENE S & DOROTHY V 62.900
MILLS FRANCIS t SUSANNA 54,710
MILLS RICHARD t KATHYRN 46.960
MILNE LORUS J C MARGERY 32.630
MILNE LORUS J t MARGERY 1.000
MINICHIELLQ LEWIS 63.740
MINTER CURTIS 63,B90
MISCHLER WERNERl t PATRICIA 45,590
MITCHELL EDVIIN F JH «. HELEN 53.390
MOHER ANNE C C 6 1,750
MOISAN EDGAR & JOYCE 126,050
MQI5AN EDGAR C JOYCE "^bO
MOISAN JOYCE E 14,730
MJNAHAN GEORGE t NORMA 76,700
MONROE ALICE 43,670
MONTAGANU PHILIP t LUCILLE 6«;,640
MOaWAJlAN ANDREW t FRANCES 65,950
MOORE DONALD J 16.540
MOORE ESTHER 53.770
MOORE JOSEPH 111 t MARGARET 69.400
MOORE KENNETH E C DEBORAH 41.690
MOORE KENNETH E DEBORAH 2,300
MOORE ROBERT & MARJORIE 56,350
MOORE ROBERT £. MARJORIE
MORAN HAROLD C MILDRED 59,100
MURAN ROHERT t MARY 60,650
MORE DOMINICK t ELAINE 59,160
MORGAN ELIZABETH 30,900
MORGAN NADA 24,620
MORIARTY BERTHA HEIRS OF 25.520
MUHIARTY BERTHA HEIRS OF 30
MORIARTY BERTHA HEIRS OF 1,655
MORIARTY THOMAS 6 GRACE 63,960
MORIARTY THOMAS JR ETUX 36,500
MORONG BENNETT 67,100
MORONG *M H £. LORRAINE B 9,600
MORRIS MABEL L 26,260
MORRISON FRANK A 9 0,7 50
MORRISON RICHARD 30,290
MORSE WALLACE 17,610
MORSE WALLACE fc HGLEN 27,400
MOTT BASIL C RUTH 56,250
MOWER LYMAN t KAREN 53,300
MU ALPHA BLOG ASSOC 114,950
MULHERN JOHN E JR t 36,610
MULLANEY KAREN W 47,450
MULLIN FRANCIS {, MIRIAM 76,660
MULLIN THOMAS A t KARIN 60,340
MULLINS CAROL H t UARBARA C 46.460
MIJNDY RAY ERWiN t ANITA 67,040
MUNDY RAY ERWiN C ANITA 57.900
MOf>lR0E DONALD w 2 1.970
MURDOCH JOSEPH e. ANN 62.410
MURPHY GORDON D 42.620
MURRAY DONALD [, MINNIE 6V.^20
MURRAY FREDERICK P 70.400
MJR-(AY JEAN K 50.3f>0
MfERS H JACK I. CARULE Y 112.610
Mt-E<^ RIi^HARD a o "ARIE H 56,040
MYSLIVY J'.;N C SR {. NANCY M 43.1'^0
T-7
N H HPTA ASSOC IF SAE
N H Ui^ilTAHIAN ASSN
NAa^AU CATHEWINE
NAULC i^i)jE9 1 t "^AHY
NEALli '-(ICHAeL t MAR&A(<E 1
HC\l. I^ALPH C JANE
NEL5JN ALAN K t ALICE h
NcLSUN GJLLMAH t. SHIRLEY
NtSCOT * ILL I A.4 T
T'lEUMrjFr MALCOLM C t HLANCME











NM ELECTmC COOP INC
i>4lCMULSJN MARVIN t CLAWA
NICJL3FF PHILIP i MAkGUEKIT
NIElSON MEH^ILLE
NlLtl THtODU-(E
-4lESc MILHAEL t MARY ANNE
NI^S'JN MAUREEN S
NINjt CAROLINE
NlNJt DANIEL t. ANN
N|n:)E JAVIO (, CA^lOLlNt
.-JiNOt OAVIO t CAROLINE
NINDE OA^IO t CAROLINE
NINOL OAVID C CAROLINE
NOEL HAr^ULD JR C. JUDITH
NOLAN MICHAEL F
NO.JRDSI J EL IZE
NOWO&«EN ERIC A t ELIZ £
NjRTHROP RUS5ELL A
NORTON ROHERT J t LILLIAN H
NOVAK MARK ETAL
NOVIS DAVIO A t MARTHA M
NU BETA tILDG CORP
NJfc MILLARD P t HELEN M
J'CJNiMELL LAURENCE C JANE
O'REILLf JOSEPH t CAMILLA
JdEM DALE G & CAROL C
OJER FREDEi^ ICK & OOHUIHY
OHERHAUSER PAULA
OC(JNr4ELL PHILIP J




OLSUN OAVIO t JANICE
OLSON DAVID E t DIANE C
ONEIL C MICHAEL C CAROL ANN
OnUFKAK THEODORE C EARLENE
ORU<(AY PETER £. PATRICIA
OSSENfJRUGGEN PAUL & HE Lt NE
UTIS PAUL t ETHEL
OUElLETTE RAYMOND fc CAROLE
OO'iNS CHARLES b BARBARA
PAINE SERENA C
PALMER TERTHA L
PALMIR FRANK HEIRS OF
PALMER JOHN ED«1N t LOUISE
PALMER PHILLIP
PALMER ROBERT fc FRANCES





PATTtRS.JN PETER L CONSTANCE
PAZ DUN JCJHN J JR
PAZDON MICHAEL D
PAZDON SOPHIc t JOHN SR
PA/fJON SOPHIE C JOHN SR





PEIRCc LINCOLN C C OHENDA
PELlE.>RINI ANTHONY F









































































































































DtNNA KENNETH L KATHLEEN
PERCIVAL CATHERINE P
PERKINS EVERETT
PETLRMAN SALTER t VIVIAN
PETERMAN ((ALTER t VIVIAN
Pt-fERSON JOSEPH C. RUTH
PElERbON JOSEPH *; RUTH
PETERSON JOSEPH t RUTH




PETROVITSIS JAMES C ELENE
PE* RICHARD H
PFANNER HELMUT t BEVERLY
PHEUIX PRISCILLA
PICARD GtRARD & ELOISL
PICHLER EDUARD fc ELISABETH
PICHLER EDUARD (, ELISABETH
PlfcCUCH JOHN ESTATE OF
PIERCE HLNRY t. DOROTHY
PIERCE ROBERT JR t SALLY
PIKE EVELYN KATHLEEN ALICE
PIKE JAMES S
PIKE JAMES S C ANNE L
PIKE KILSON S
PILAR FRANK L t ANITA
PILGRIM SYDNEY A C FAITH M
PISINSKI VICTOR J
PISTOLE THOMAS 6. DONNA
PITMAN STANLEY £. CLAUDIA
PLAISTED PERSIS
POK.OSKI JOHN L E. JANE P
POKOSKI JOHN L fc JANE P
POL< MARIE E





POTTE,^ HUGH M 3RD & JEAN B
POULIN ROGER J JR
POWERS JOAN M
POYNTER EMILY R (,
PJYNTER EMILY R t
PRESCOTT PHYLLIS 8
PRtSCOTT STANLEY W EVELYN
PRICE SAMUEL G E- MARGARET
PRINCE ALLAN B fc JOAN T
PRINCE MM G MILLICENT
PRITCHARD HUGH t JOAN
PRITCHARO PARMELV
PROULX KATHRYN R
PROVOST ARTHUR JR t JEAN
PROVOST ARTHUR JR t- JEAN
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H
PUFFER (»INTHROP JH fc CAROL Y
PLJRDY KENNETH R
PUTNEY ALICE HELEN
QUINT TIMOTHY t, JANE 1
RAMSAY JAMES M t SHIRLEY J
RASMUSSEN FLORENCE
RASMUSSEN MARY HELEN
REAL ESTATE ADVISORS INC
REALTY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
REALTY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
RECORD LOUIS C MARY
REECE RICHARD t SARAH
REED GORDON E fc EVA H
RuED GORDON E G EVA H






REIFF JEROME P & BONNIE •
REILLY PHILIP A HEIRS
REILLY RICHARD & BARBARA
REILLY RICHARD t BARBARA
REISCHER FREDERICK C LEE
RESTANI RAYMOND fc UTA





























































































KICu W,J,jLnT C CONSlAUCt
MICH As/tMr t E«MA
.JH-HA^OSUN THOMAS
.<ltjFllL;T STANLEY
RIcF l.F.DKGF £. LINHA
lIi.fcV O^IU-Sl-AS C MAHIIIN
.< INIjPLS r.CH HUK^AL C. CAKUL
HilNr.WJSL (^ICHAWl) C t MtLLN S
WUIlfcW IS PLoro N
wnneWTS LEWIS J'' C. JUDITH b
.Jjil-.WtS STTPHuN £, jANICt
.yJi)INS)N AMTHJi^ W JW &
FRANCIS t ELl7AbfcIH
FWANCIS E. tLI/AHElH













Hl)0'£«i> JDHN C. AOA
i^Mbii^^S JxEN M%mE
hOi.ERj "HILIO E t










-^.JNAN FRANCIS C ANUE
•ri^AJACK, liiA'ltLLA HElHi, UF
-,OSIK PAJL JE( c SALLY ANNt




WJSS G DUUGLAS t GWENDOLYN
•*OSS G OOUGLAS t GWENDOLYN
RDSS G OilUGLAS fc GWENUULYN
'l.jTrt4iLi. * III I AM D SANUKA
.^.JIIMAN JAMCS C
<1oTLL< :)3U&LAo G E. JANET t
.<0Y UEUWlb f. PAJLA
RUhFOR RUSSELL 6
•^iJSH ROTEWT
WOi>SCLL PeTC^t t MA^IA
M'JSSFLL PFTIR £, MAMIA
'<J-.SLLL WJ'JERT L SYLVIA
fJJtMAN DA>^RETT H t, AN I 1 A




PAIR IL I A
PATR IC lA
SAi^UtL'j J-^UC? t
bAMUF. LS T^UC,; t
SAfMiinwN JAN ICE P
SANCHtZ MATTHf^a J t SHIMLtY
SANUE.^S «<AlD) I t NINA
san;)lrsi)n jjhn e. judi fh
SAg)L"R •.-ILVIN C. HERNICE
SAN.JS tiAi^i^IET H
oASNtlR JJHU JR t, JOANNE
jATTE-^LY iJOUGLAS A
'iAVAC.t FoGEi^t /^ t JOAN A
iA/AGc Goi>FRuY C JOANt<t
3A*fi:-< ALt--yT MAklON
jArffKR GEO t IbAfJELLt
^AX/ER GEO i, IbAIJtLLE
Saw/IR (jLTJUGL £. liABLLLL
j»«(rtR Gl O'^t*;: F JH
i A« rl-.i* MAHY W
-iCA'^MSi.L ij'<ANGC-I2^
SCM-(l'OLLA HAM-fltT P
JCilALFL< PAUL (. THALIA
-.C'lAi.FER PAUL t c Thalia
SCHAUl DU-JALD U M AK I A
SCMHU>T EDWARD J
bCH |t4_ifcL>«C I t-< HAROLD C RUTM
•>CH )N'>C:LMei E^ ULIVt




Sr.H jl r Z t.LNE














































































SCHWARZ MARC L t ELLEN H
SEGAL MARJLD L
SElLtR DAVID LINDA
SclTZ WILLIA-I D ANNA *UO
SENKU EMIL t INGEHURG
SIiPEKSON MARVIN C GEhTHUUE
SEWALL F ALBERT
SEYMOUR CRAIG « SUSAN C
ShACKFORD ERNEST D CtLESTINE
SHAFfcR JOSFPH fc F.^4ILY
SHAFMASTtH JONATHAN i,
SMAFMAbrtR JONATHAN E T UX
SHAHFEN »ILL1AM & CYNTHIA




Shapiro howard t smelley
SHAPPELL OCGA T
SHA^« ALI5LRT E. CYNTHIA
SHAW OILhERT F HEIRS OF
SMA* PAMELA H
SHAW WINIFRED C




SHILLDS MARSHALL t FLQKA
bHIGO ALLX L t MARILYN A
SMIMLR STANLEY H t HELEN P
SHIRLEY DOROTHY
SHOR RONALD t MARILYN 8
SHORE SAMOcL G CAROLYN
3H3-IE SAMUSL I, CAROLYN
SICARD JULIAN t MARY
SIDMUHE PHILIP W t EVELYN
SiUMOHE PHILLIP
SloMA BHTA FRATERNITY CORP
SILVERMAN ROBERT fc FRANCES
SILVERMAN ROBERT fc FRANCIS
SlLVERWOUD HARTLEY




SIMPSON ROBERT H JW
SIMS WILHURN
Slt^OIS MARILYN E
SK.tLTON RUSSIL R t VIOLA
SKINNER WILLIAM LUCY
SKOGLJND i»INTHROP C t CLARA O
SLAdY CHARLES C ROHERTA
SLANEIZ LAWRENCE W L HLLEN C
SLJAN DOUGLAb
SlO'joES EJGiNS A £, ANNE L
SLY N(_LLI£
Si-Y NELLIE E
S««ALLIDGL RALPH G t BARBARA
iMILES BARBARA C
iMITH A DICKSON t K C
SMITH ALAN L JOAN
SMITH HARRY L
S-IITH CATHERINE E
SMITH DAVID & ALICE
SMITH EDWARD t MARY
bMI TH EDWARD C & F 5
SMl TH ETAL SANDRA D






SMI TH GERALD (,
SMI TH GERALD &
SMI TH HAROLD t




SMI TH NORMA J
SMITH SAMUEL C
SMITH SHERWIN t NANCY JO
SMITH STEWART t MARY
bMI TH VICTOR H
SMITH WESLEY t MARTHA
SMITH WESLEY R
SNI VELY-.JAOER VIRGINIA O































































































SP*NG C*'?L tr RUTH
S^ANG CA'^L WuTIi
SPANG C*n)L t RUTH









SIEA^NS MA^GAWtT C t JANfcT b





SltVLNS RICHARD £, tLlZAbtTH
Srt/«AHT A MAt^SHALL t
SrE«(AHT At^THUd P
STEnAWT EA«L C & RUTH L
^riLES NU^MAN « t MAWION
SriLES NORMAN m t MARION
bT OL^ORTHy EJ«»AHD H
irnLwURTHf fcOaARO H t MARION
5TlJi-<*oy THY MARION J
STOrK-O^lCH VJYIN £. AIM
•ilRAfER MINSHAU
STRAUS GEORGE A SANDRA
:3TRAUS GFn^Gi: A TRUST
STRAUS MURRAY U JACUULLINE
SfRIPLlN MICMAtL G PAMELA
STROt.tN CHARLES t PATRICIA
STR OUT RICHARD C. BEVERLY
S rUuL RUSSELL G
STUTTIG ROBERT G fc VIOLET
aULLIVAN J LANGnON
SULLIVAN JJtiN t KATHERINE
SULLIVAN JOHN t KAThFRINL
SULlWAN PHIlIP <*
SU«Nr.-» JONALD £, MARGARET
SUTCLIFFf (lERTERT MARY
S«rEI DONALD t ETHEL
Swee.T PtTL'R J
S*IFT OAN
SKIFT MOSF.S (, MARTHA
o«INNEY JAMES I. GAIL
SPINNEY JAMES t GAIL
:iYt<ES LFalS H JR
TAFT CHARLES K G CARULYN E
T Av,L I AFPRVO ANTHONY





































r H0 4P jOi'*
IH.IMPSON
Th JMt-'SON
I HO -^P SON
rHOMPSou






















































































































tILLlNGHAST COWARD G MARGAHE
TILLJCK EUGENE G FRANCES
TINNERHOLM CARL F
T IRRLLL MARY J
T IRRLLL MARY J
I IHRELL ThERON G ALMA B
T IRRELL THERON L
TISCHLER HERHIERT G ANNETTE
TlbCHLER HEROCRT G ANNETTE
TODD VINC=NT E G HAZEL T
T'ORrjO* OR JOHN J G JOAN C
TO«LE '3AR'3ARA
TO«LE ELEANOR G ELlZAbQIH
TU(»LE RICHARD C G MARION R







ULRICH GAIL G LAUREL
ULRICH laurel G GAIL
UNDeR*00r> ELSIE FISHER
UNDERoOOD HARRIETTS
UROAf^ rflLLARD E G SARA
VALENZA DANIEL L G ANNE F
VALlFry EDMUND G E ELAINE
VALLEY MlLI^RcD




VERRAN ROBERT G BERNiCE
VICCARO MARILYN ELLEN
VILCARO THOMAS J
VINCENT fJOt-lALO G NANCY
V ITT AND 3 INGVARS
VOLL JOHN G SARAH
VON BRieS!!N EDWARD F
VRANICAR RAYMOND C VIRGINIA





•AKEFIElo FREDERICK G HELEN
^ALOST"^. IN AI.FRLU G SANDRA
«ALKER GEORGE G A THOMAS
*<Ai.KER GEORGd G A THOMAS
TALKER GEORGE G A THOMAS
«ALKER GEORGE G A THOMAS
*ALKER GEORGE G A THOMAS
WALLACE JOHN D G ROSE M
WALLACE OLIVER P G JANE h
WALLACE PAUL A G JOANN L
WALSH JOHN S
WALSH LAWRENCE A
WANG TUNG MING G ROSEMARY
WARD b THEODORE G JUDITH
WAROLAw JOHN G ELLEN
WAR[^OCK RJ3ERT i. PHYLLIS
WARREN JLRRY G JANICE
WASKlfcWICZ DcNNIS G JOYCE
WAIERFIF.LD DONALD G SARAH
WATSON RO'JcRT A
A1T1. DOUGLAS G ELIZABETH
EA;:? R03ERT E G LOUISE
<EHH DVIGHT
»EHa RUEL G NATALIE
rfEBQ W DwIGHT G NANCY
"EBBER WILLIAM G BARBARA
lEBER JAMES H G ANNE C
*LQER STEPHEN
•EBSTtR ROOERT G ISAbEL
*E!.iSTE < ROOERT G G ISAbEL
WEEKS JOAI>( W
WEEKS SINCLAIR JR
WEL3NER THEODORE G SHARON
WEcSNER THEODORE W G SHARON
WEILAND WALTER E G JANE A
WEINER MICKEY G SHARON
WELCH FRANK R G HELENE M
WuuLlR PETER G EVELYN
WiLLS OTHO G SANDRA
WhNTwORTH JOHN H G CAROL
WEST PAUL T I, ANN M
WEST RUSSELL G JEAN
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<<gSTtHrieLL» LUIMCB f, JOAN /"i.TOO
<*ebTON KfclTH q SMi440
•trMont LEE L ^^%t^20
•KTZkL <«ILLIAM e t SALLY M btJAO
OHtELttl CHASLEi M Jt» t «H,3aO
*HEcLtP OUUOLAS t KAIHERINE lOV.jOO
•l^EtLS •At.Kk'4 C *>USAN Tb.OVO
<HIDl»EN FKAHK t LOUISE bl.VtoO
••MITAkEH H03SRT f, ELI7Ab£lM »«.AIO
<*HITE ENTERPRISES 43,000
•nl rt ENIERPRIiES INC 6.t>60
*Hl fE ENTERPRISES INC A.^'uO
<»M|TE ENTERPRISES INC 62i300
•MITE ENIERPHtSES INC Ih.OOO
«MITt ESTcRP.<ISES INC 7is»vaO
«1ITE SUSAN O «U»£20
•rtlTEHOUSE STELLA it •V.AOO
•rllTENACK 3AVIO L A KATHLEEN 61,710
^illTLJCK JOHN a & VIRGINIA S7.V60
*MITf»Er EVELYN «7.6b0
• IC<S JOHONET Ci2*V70
«ILCOX PHILIP A t DOROTHY Al.bVO
«li.HEi.M «ALTCR t JUNE 7«;*,2V0
*lLLt» CHESTER SR tT AL
*ILL^.r ChHSTER SR ETAL 3,*«0
• ILLEY :40:iERT C «INGS M 21.0V0
rilLLI ROmENT t AN.4 4l»150
«lLi.lAMS CHARLES t 9RIGI1TE 62.300
WILLIAMS DANIEL I. SHARON 6!>.«00
«ILLIANS MARTHA 47»VdO
•1LL1A4S SUSAN ^0.220
iflLLIAMS TH0<4AS J« V.SAO
«ILLIA«4S THO-^AS JR ETUX 62.000
«lLk.IAMS UlLLtAM E TUA 62.600
• ILLITS R3HIN b. LYDIA 12.820
MILLITS ROSIN O 6 LVOIA S 67.760
<lLLOUGHiiV RONALO L DAhLEEN 62.010
«ILSi)N *LAN R «/.430
«ILSIII4 JOHN t JANICE J7,130
4ING hCNRV L BA^rtARA 52.440
MINN JA4US J t ALICE •« 46.fi00
olHSLJtf RONALD A 46.010
• IN:^T0N ALtXANDER t SA.^OO
ml*jHyt JOHN C. JOYCE. 4M,3bO
*ITHAM BENJAMIN (. MAHCIA •
KITHAM BENJAMIN C. MARClA
4ITTMANN R PE TERCOEMETRA
*ITTNER STEf=AN C
«JJNO«SKI STANLEY C MILDRED
<»OJNO«S<l STANLEY t MILDRED
<JlFE NATALIE T
*OJi>RUFF JOrtN t ELIZABETH
«UJJ4ARD EONA (. MARGARET
*JUO«»ARD HARVEY L JEAN









MOJDWARD MILL I AM
MUUDMARD MILL I AM
MUOi.AVER SHERMAN
MCKJLLEY JOHN t MARGARET
MOOSTER CAROLINE










YJUNG PAUL t JkRILVN
YOUNG RICHARO fc ANNETTE
YJUNT JOHN A t. SUSAN C
YUAN HANNAH




ZMkARCAN MALTER G SOPHIE
Z<Ch ALFRED
ZYCH ALFRED
ZYCH ALFRED t ELIZABETH
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SIZE: 25.5 square miles (2.2 of which is water surface).
POPULATION: Federal Estimate: 10,657 (Effective July 1, 1978, the
(1980 Census) Federal Population Estimate is
official for all purposes and
includes resident student
population)
TOWN ROADS: 41.2 miles.
STATE ROADS: 19 miles.
SIDEWALKS: 25,389 linear feet, or 4.81 miles.
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Skating Rink at Jackson's Landing.
Jackson's Landing boating facilities.
Cedar Point boat ramp.
Tot Lot.
Oyster River Park.
Recreational walking route via Class VI roads, as seen in "Walking Durham"
Old Landing (both sides of bridge)
.
Town Shipyard boat landing.
Mill Pond scenic area.
Doe Farm.
Bicentennial Park at Main Street and Mill Road.





Property Owned By The Town
BUILDINGS
Town Hall (Durham District Court, Museum)
Highway Department Garage
Highway Department Garage (sheds)
Sewage Treatment Plant and Addition
Sewage Pumping Station, Dover Road
Incinerator






Lot #55, Woodridge Road
Schoolhouse Lane, Town Garage Lot
Old Landing Road, 400' north side, 100' south side
Mill Pond Road Park
Land off Dame Road (approximately 3 acres)
Mill Pond Dam, north side
Police Building Lot, 40' x 50'
Tot Lot
Town Lot and land in Provost Development
Oyster River Park
Smith Chapel and two acres. Mill Pond Road
Littlehale Road Lot
Jackson Landing
Cedar Point, two shallow lots
Durham Point Road at intersection with Langley Road
Lee Pit
Well Site, four acres off U.S. Route 4 in Lee
Lot 27, Longmarsh Road - Beaver Pond Conservation Area
Conservation Land adjacent to Lot 27
Wiswall Road Dam Site
Spruce Hole Conservation Area
Doe Farm
Lot Nos. 7 9-83 — Woodridge Development
Conservation Easement - Pond Area at Durham Point Road and Pinecrest Lane




1931 began with an increase in snow over 1980, and winter activities
centered around snow removal, tree cutting, and rehabilitation of equip-
ment. Over the past number of years it has been customary to rehabilitat
all equipment by painting, sand blasting, doing maintenance body work, and
all other activities in order to recondition the equipment for the coming
construction season. This work is done by utilizing Highway personnel
during the winter months when the employees are not plowing snow or tendin
to tree removal and other winter activities.
The spring of 1981 began with "spring cleaning" of the community,
which included the annual Spring Cleanup, painting of crosswalks, replace-
ment of signs, sweeping of all streets, repairing snow plow damage,
grading dirt roads, and patching of all roads. This yearly cleanup prograi
concludes with the washing down of all of the streets in our downtown area
before the Memorial Day festivities. Once the Town has been "spring
cleaned" the Highway Department then brings in part-time personnel to aid
in our summer program. In 1981 the Public Works program centered around
a combined maintenance and construction program, with the emphasis on
construction. Our two major construction projects were: (1) Reconstruc-
tion of the Bennett Road bridge approaches. For years the approaches to
the Bennett Road bridge have been very poor relative to sight distance and
guardrails. Because Bennett Road is a Scenic Road, concerns relating to
the asthetics and beauty of the roadway were considered both by the
Planning Board and residents of Bennett Road before the project commenced.
Through cooperation by all parties, construction began in June to raise
the approaches for sight distance and placing new guardrails for safety,
and was completed the second week in July. In keeping with the road, a
number of trees were saved on the embankments by "welling" them. Through
these efforts it was felt that the integrity of Bennett Road was kept
intact and at the same time improvements were made in the safety of the
road.
The second major project in 1981 was the reconstruction of Coe Drive.
This project consisted of drainage work, new base, curbing, sidewalks, and
a hot top overlay surface. It should be noted that this project was
completed totally by the Durham Public Works Department, including design,
contract administration, and utilization of Town equipment, with subcon-
tracting of certain parts of the project under the direction of the Public
Works Department. The overlay for this project is scheduled for 1982.
Both construction projects in 1981 came within the costs and manhours
as budgeted by the Public Works Department.
During 1980, emphasis was placed on shim and seal work. Our concern
with the performance of the emulsion seal that was placed on a number of
roads in the Town of Durham prompted us to pursue the problems through the
spring of 1981. We found that this rough surface problem, which was
created by the emulsion, was also encountered in other communities and the
State Highway Depatment. We were quite concerned to learn that Durham
was the only community unwilling to live with this problem, and actively
pursued a solution and settlement in order to correct this situation. We
are pleased to report that in 1981 Durham was the only community that
settled with the manufacturer and we were able to use the settlement funds
to overlay approximately 1,500 feet of roadway with hot top on Pinecrest
Lane in the Woodridge Development.
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Ongoing maintenance projects during the spring and fall of 1981
included sweeping the downtown area twice weekly, maintenance of our down-
town lighting system, repainting of worn crosswalks, painting of center
lines on all major roads in the community, regrading of dirt roads,
roadside mowing, patching, repairing of signs, and assisting the Water,
Sewer and Parks Departments in maintenance and construction. Fall Cleanup
and preparation and training for our snow removal program concluded the
1981 Public Works program.
The first week in December began very quietly, but was followed by
continuous snow and ice storms for the remainder of the month, which kept
Public Works personnel working an average of 60-70 hours per week.
Refuse collection service continues to all households in the Town of
Durham, with collection made one day each week, and the landfill site on
Durham Point Road open to the public each Monday, Wednesday and Saturday.
Domestic refuse is taken on Mondays and Wednesdays only. Our annual Spring
and Fall Cleanup weeks take all types of goods.
The Capital Reserve Program continues to be very important to the
overall performance and operation of the Highway Department. The depart-
ment purchased the first automatic transmission diesel cab and chassis dump
truck and the performance thus far has lived up to all expectations.
New programs in 1981 included the computerization of all of the Public
Works manhours in order that we can see exactly where all manhours and
overtime are spent by specific job function. This type of data helps
greatly to keep our programs within our budget structures.
1981 met the goals and objectives that were set by the budgeting of
projects which were set forth by the Public Works Advisory Committee, the
Board of Selectmen, and the 1981 Town Meeting. No program can be success-
ful without the support and planning of all Town committees and Boards.
We continue to be grateful for the long-term planning in the areas of
equipment replacement, road construction and rehabilitation, and employee
response to such challenges, which are the keys to long-range cost savings
to the community. The 1981 theme of the National Public Works Association
"Doing more with less" is very fitting in that Durham has consid-
ered this a challenge and a source of pride because doing more with less
means professional long range planning. This community bears proof of
that planning.
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PUBLIC WORKS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
This Committee was established by the Board of Selectmen to work with
the Public Works Department in an advisory role on plans for annual opera-
tions, long range goals, capital equipment planning and purchases, and
specific public works issues.
During 1981, the Committee has performed its normal functions in the
development of the 1982 budget and work program for the highway operations
of the Public Works Department. This year, the decision to undertake a
major road resurfacing program following last year's road reconstruction
program was made by the Committee on the recommendation of Public Works
Director, George Crombie. He works closely with the Committee in all of
its activities. Long-time Committee member Norman Stiles has been the
key committee person focusing in the development and evaluation of vehicle
specifications for the equipment purchased by the Public Works Department.
Another major issue which Director Crombie brought before the
Committee this year was the question of what approach to take to the Town
refuse collection system. The packer, which had been in use for many
years was scheduled for replacement, and Crombie and Committee members
studied the matter of replacing it with a two person or a one person trash
packer, and examined the possibility of contracting municipal trash
collection. Based on the data presented by Crombie, the Committee
recommended, and the Selectmen are proposing the acquisition this year of
a one-person trash packer.
Finally, the Committee has been pleased this year with the success of
Director George Crombie ' s efforts to seek a settlement with the asphalt
and paving companies involved in the Durham road resurfacing undertaken
during 198 0. The Committee shared his view that the work which we had
contracted was not satisfactory, and following a period of negotiations,
a settlement was reached. That settlement made available $13,000 which
then made it possible for us to resurface Pinecrest Lane with a bituminous
mix, thereby making a major improvement in that road.
The Committee felt that Director Crombie ' s persistence in this matter
paid a substantial dividend to the Town.
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Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
The Directors of the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative are
pleased to report that the incinerator recovery plant is in operation and
producing steam for the University of New Hampshire on a regular 24-hour,
7-day a week schedule. Since reporting to you at the time of your 1981
town meetings, your Directors are able to record substantial accomplish-
ments in the completion of the plant's construction and in placing it in
operation in accordance with our long range plans.
The supervision of all operations, including personnel, as well as
the preparation of budgets, and overall management, is under the direct
control of the Cooperative's Administrator, with the three-member Opera-
tions Committee from the Joint Board of Directors exercising general
supervisory control. The plant personnel, in addition to the Administra-
tor, includes two mechanics, a truck driver, two daily shifts of 12 hours
each involving 8 persons, plus a daily cleanup crew. This organization
operates the incinerator system, maintains records, and coordinates with
the University's Power Plant staff to monitor the boiler and steam pro-
duction elements of the plant. The Cooperative's organization also
handles the collection of refuse from the transfer stations of five com-
munities, and handles the ash removal and its transfer to the landfill
site.
The waste delivery program for the towns in the Cooperative, in-
cluding both community owned packers and commercial haulers, has been
organized for efficient and continuous delivery of waste with all units
being weighed on the Cooperative's scales, with tonnage recorded for
billing of the tipping fee to each community. To assist all the communi-
ties in the collection and delivery program, a series of instructional
memorandums were prepared including a complete set of guidelines detailing
processable and non-processable waste, i.e., that which can be handled at
the plant and that which must be disposed of at the regular dump sites.
This latter item, of course, includes brush, construction materials, and
other non-organic material. Further, a punch card system enables each
community to assign deliveries to either their own vehicles or contract
haulers. Guidelines were also developed and issued to all hauling units
with instructions for delivery, dumping, and emergency procedures. We
have made arrangements with a commercial landfill operator to handle our
waste in the event of a major shut-down of all units at the plant.
The Directors, on December 10, 1981, held a public hearing on the
Cooperative's proposed budget, which has now been adopted, and the appro-
priate share of each member community determined for inclusion in their
individual budgets.
Two additional programs have been initiated during the past year.
These programs, which were noted in the 1980 report, include a CEIP grant
of $18,000, being administered by the State's Department of Energy, and
which has now been approved for a study of potential alternate uses of
energy from steam, particularly during the summer months when the Uni-
versity's steam demand is much reduced. Another program which is just
developing is the possible selection of the Lamprey Cooperative to store
and dispose through incineration the oil spill debris which may result
from oil spill contamination on our coast, or even our inland waterways.
The Directors were also pleased, this last year, to have the City of
Somersworth join the Cooperative as a full member, bringing the additional
waste generated by that community, which was needed to round out our
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potential capacity for incinerating waste and producing steam.
We are still working with all of the communities and the University
in eliminating glass from the waste stream because of the net savings that
will result by eliminating hauling it to the plant and processing it
through the system.
The Directors of the Cooperative wish to express their deep appreci-
ation for the assistance given their efforts by the University's staff as
well as the officers and personnel of the cooperating communities. Every
effort will be continued to keep the residents of the region informed of
the progress of the collection, processing, and disposal of the waste
which is being handled at the plant.
Joint Board of Directors
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative




Our tree planting funds for 1981 enabled us to plant only five trees
along our Town roads. We normally plant between 20-25 trees per year.
The few remaining elm trees along Main Street (nearest the business
area) were removed in 1981 providing an extremely visible picture of how
great an impact the Dutch Elm Disease has had on our tree canopy. Those
of you who have been in Town for many years or who have seen pictures of
old Durham will remember how Main Street was once totally lined with the
beautiful and majestic elm trees. To add to the Dutch Elm disease prob-
lem, there appears to be another blight headed our way called the Maple
Decline which could prove devastating to our Maple trees.
The trees planted in 1981 were placed along Main Street in an effort
to start to restore the shade cover to our streets.
The following is a list of the number of trees we have planted along
Town roads in the last seven years.
1975 14 trees planted
1976 25 trees planted
1977 11 trees planted
1978 33 trees planted
1979 60 trees planted
1980 28 trees planted
1981 5 trees planted
The Town continues to have to remove approximately 7 0-8 hazardous
trees per year. As you can see, if we are to retain our Town's rural
appearance, we must appropriate sufficient funds to enhance our tree
planting program.
We, as a Town, must also start looking to do some extensive tree
pruning and fertilization to foster the growth and vigor of our existing
trees.
There are those who think that since New Hampshire is over eighty per
cent forested, we should not have to worry about tree planting and main-
tenance. Unfortunately, the major portions of the forestation is in our
deep woods, not on our Town roads where it is the most beneficial to the
residents.
We are all aware of the Gypsy Moth problem that has recently invaded
our area trees. In 1981 Durham had approximately 1500 acres heavily
affected by the pest, 850 acres moderately affected and 200 acres lightly
affected. The bad news is that 1982 will probably prove to be worse than
1981 for the infestation. Please see the display at the Town Meeting for
information on how you, as an individual property owner, can combat the
pest.
Preliminary plans for a timber harvest at the Doe Farm, administered
by the Trustees of Trust Funds, were started in 1981. We are hoping to
do the harvest during the winter of 1982-83.
If anyone in Town has questions regarding street trees in their area,







1981 has been a year of evaluation and planning for the Conservation
Commission. Although the Commission did not purchase any land or
easements effecting land, the Commission engaged in communicating with
landowners to secure interests in the area of the Corridor as envisioned
in the Comprehensive Plan of 1969 related to the long-range goal of
protecting this environment to the benefit of the Town and all its
citizens
.
The goals for cooperation and communication between the Planning
Board and the Commission continued throughout the year. Thru this co-
operation, the Commission expressed its concerns regarding conservation
aspects in selective proposed subdivisions.
Six dredge-and-fill applications were approved during the year
including one from the State of New Hampshire for fill necessary to
support ends of the bridge structure crossing the Oyster River. A second
application dealt with an experimental method to control growth on the
bottom of the Mill Pond.
Our representative to the New Hampshire Youth Conservation Camp this
year was Miss Sandra Arnold of Durham, N.H.
The Commission is considering securing two parcels of land with one
being in the center of Town near property of the Oyster River School
District. In addition, an additional tract of land may become available
in the vicinity of Spruce Hole. The Commission has been advised that
Spruce Hole is recorded on the National Register of Historical Sites.
This year the Commission published a pamphlet showing the outdoor
recreational areas available in Durham. This publication is a culmination
of efforts started by Chris Simmers and organized by Marjorie Brown in its
present form, both being UNH students from the Institute of Natural and
Environmental Resources. In addition, the Commission recognizes and
thanks Guy Russell, Diane St. Jean, Phyllis Groves, Linda Russell and each
of the Commission members for their contributions leading to this
publication.
It is intended that this pamphlet be sold to recapture the costs of
publication, as evidenced by the vote at the annual Town Meeting in 1981,
Article 12. These phamplets may be purchased at the Town Office.
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Water Department
Durham residents on the Town water system used 81,607,547 gallons
of water in 1981. All water consumed in the Town is purchased from the
University of New Hampshire Water Treatment Plant. The cost of water
to the customer in 1981 was $1.00 per each 748 gallons purchased, with
a projected increase in 1982 to $1.03 for each 748 gallons purchased.
During 1981 the Water Department showed a profit of $7,111-61,
leaving a retained earnings deficit of $5,063.85 in the operating
budget. Other money available to the Water Department is an accumula-
tive trust fund totaling $45,189.11 in principal and income for 1981.
Normal maintenance operations on the water system included hydrant
flushing, meter repairs and replacement, monitoring of hydrants for
freezing during winter months, maintenance work on water gates, and
an inventory of all materials for water line breaks. The Water
Department repaired eight water breaks in 1981; School House Lane (2),
Old Landing Road (2) , Coe Drive (2) , Young Drive (1) , and Main
Street (1) . The water system averages five breaks during a year.
This average was increased in 1981 due to construction on Coe Drive.
The Water Department has been asked to define the responsibility
for the water lines. As a rule of thumb, the following is the policy
of the Water Department: The property owner is responsible for the
water line from the house to the curbstop, which is located approxi-
mately on the property line. The Durham Water Department is responsi-
ble for all water lines outside the property line.
The financial outlook of the Water Department is stable and should
become stronger with the initiation in 1982 of a Water Entry Fee for
all new structures in the Town which will be on the water system.
This fee will be placed into a capital account for future construction
and expansion of the water system in order to correct the burden
placed on the water user in the past via yearly rate increases, with-
out any capital funds available for expansion of the system. With
the new entrance fees it is anticipated that capital improvements
and expansion will not have to come out of yearly operating fees, but
will come out of the new capital account, paid for by new users of
the system.
Because of the more positive financial picture, it is anticipated
that the Department may be in a position to replace old lines in the
system as well as possibly expanding the water system.
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197 5 WATER TOWER CONSTRUCTION
BOND ISSUE
Original Issue $515,000.00, April 1, 1975, Payable in 20 Years
Interest 6.4% due April 1 and October 1
Annual principal payment $30,000.00,
due April 1, 1976, 1977, 1978
Annual principal payment $25,000.00 due April 1, 1979
Final Payment April 1, 1995
Principal and Interest paid by Water Department Revenues
YEAR PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL
i9:?5 $ $__i^_48eTe€ $-4^-48e-ee
i97^ 3e_ee€Toe asyeeeTee ^SyeeeTee
49?? aey^eoTee ^^-bsq-qb 6e-e8eTee
i9:?8 ge_.©eeTGe 287466790 58-46eTee
49:^9 2S-Q9QtQQ i€y4QQTQQ 647409x06
i98e 35_ee9-Q9 24_8ee_ee 4978GGTGG
i98i S57GGGtGG S37SGG-GG 4872G0t0G
1982 25,000.00 21,600.00 46,600.00
1983 25,000.00 20,000.00 45,000.00
1984 25,000.00 18,400.00 43,400.00
1985 25,000.00 16,800.00 41,800.00
1986 25,000.00 15,200.00 40,200.00
1987 25,000.00 13,600.00 38,600.00
1988 25,000.00 12,000.00 37,000.00
1989 25,000.00 10,400.00 35,400.00
1990 25,000.00 8,800.00 33,800.00
1991 25,000.00 7,200.00 32,200.00
1992 25,000.00 5,600.00 30,600.00
1993 25,000.00 4,000.00 29,000.00
1994 25,000.00 2,400.00 27,400.00
1995 25,000.00 800.00 25,800.00
$ 515,000.00 $337,920.00 $852,920.00
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Sewer Policy Committee
The Sewer Policy Committee met on a once-a-month schedule during 1981
The topics with which it was involved were the long-range sewer plan for
the town as authorized by an earlier town meeting: the completion of the
sewer ordinance required by the state and EPA prior to the final acceptanci
of the secondary treatment plant; the potential impact of the Canney Farm
Development on the sewer system; and the increase in surcharging on the
College Brook interceptor.
With regard to the Canney Farm Development, negotiations were carried
on with the developer to install a larger system than would be absolutely
necessary to service that development and a warrant article reflecting
those negotiations prepared for the 1982 Town Meeting. As a consequence
of that development, action was initiated with the New Hampshire Water
Pollution and Control Commission to modify the plan-of-work for the long-
run sewer plan for the Town of Durham to take these negotiations into
consideration. A sewer ordinance was adopted and approved by the N. H.
Water Pollution and Control Commission and the cleaning of the College
Brook interceptor carried out to reduce surcharging in that line.
The Town should be aware of the very large contribution made to the
creation and development of the Durham-UNH sewer system by Mr. Henry
Davis who had been a long-time member of the Sewer Policy Committee and
its chairman at the time of his death. His counsel has been and will be
sorely missed.
Following Mr. Davis's death, Mr. Alden Winn, member of the Board of
Selectmen, was appointed to the Committee.





$1,000,000 Payable in 20 Years
Interest 3% due March 1 and September 1;




Year and Interest Grant (C-29)^ U.N.H Share^ Town Share
i965 $—ee-9eeTG© $ $-i§Ti58T§§ $—64x8^4x45
i966 ^SjbQQ-rQQ SQt^HtQQ i:ArBS4T€S 1^7939735
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i9?3 697599t90 28794?t00 i97i5iT5? 2?7'*8i-s-43
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1982 54,500.00 23,427.00 10,313.10 20,759.90
1983 53,000.00 22,875.00 10,029.25 20,095.75




$1,315,000.00 $557,312.00 $248,839.07 $530,598.93
Balance payable from Town funds January 1, 1974 $250,275.96
*State was one year late in starting its payment on grant. Credit
to General Funds.
This bond issue covered six different contracts in improving and extend-
ing the sewer system. The University shared in the cost of the con-
struction contracts which benefited the University. See agreements for
payment and operation in official Town files.
2
From schedule on file from State agency.
3





(See 1972 Town Report)
REIMBURSEMENT AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE

















Final Payment December 1, 1983
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1971 Grease Handling Facilities Project
Amount of Original Issue











































Waste Water Treatment Facilities
This has been the first year of operation of our new Secondary Waste-
water Treatment Plant/Composting Facility. We are happy to report that
the plant performed within objectives in the following areas:
New staffing for the facility came within the goals and objectives
of the department;
Budgeting of the new facility came within anticipated goals;
The Secondary Treatment Plant/Composting Facility was well under the
Federal and State discharge permit requirements for this new facility
which meant the quality of the effluent being discharged into the
Oyster River was higher than the discharge requirements.
During 1981, the Wastewater Treatment Plant processed 267,590,000
gallons of sewerage, an average of 733,123 gallons per day. Responsi-
bilities other than the operation of the plant include the maintenance of
all sewer lines and the pumping stations located on Oyster River Road, the
Ritzman Lab on the UNH campus, and the main Dover Road pumping station
which pumps all the sewerage from the Town to the Secondary Treatment Plan
All sludge coming out of the facility was composted this past year an
utilized by residents of the community as well as the Public Works Depart-
ment for landscaping projects. During the first year of operation a great
deal was learned about the new facility, and we are very pleased with the
flexibility and operational modes of the plant. Our facility continues to
receive a great deal of national attention by agencies who are interested
in the development of a composting system. Research is also continuing
by the University of New Hampshire School of Engineering in the developmen
of the composting system.
During 1982, we anticipate having a number of intern students who are
going into the sewerage treatment field, spend time with us to learn the
technique of sewerage treatment and development of composting.
Other ongoing work in the Sewer Department is the proposed design of
the upgrading of the existing Dover Road Pumping Station and design of new
sewer lines for the College Brook Interceptor and Oyster River Interceptor
It is not anticipated that these projects will be constructed in the near
future because of the current federal and state funding guidelines; how-
ever, the plans will be completed this year and we will be ready when such
funding becomes available.
The opening of the new Secondary Treatment Plant/Composting Facility
completed a lengthy evolutionary process which began with the planning and
design of the plant during 1973-74. Through this period of time there
have been many highs and lows in this project, but the goals were always
kept in mind — the long-run development of a system that could treat the
sewerage, dispose of the solids in a viable manner, and be within the
projected personnel and operating costs.
Although it is difficult to predict the future, it is felt that these
goals have been met at this time, and probably two of the most satisfying
made regarding our plant this past year were by the news media and the
EPA. The Boston news media did a review on the sludge problems in New
England, ending the program by saying that "much can be learned from
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our neighbors to the north in Durham, New Hampshire." At the dedication
of our new facility last September, Lester Sutton, the Region I EPA
Director was the main speaker. Mr. Sutton, who has spent his profession-
al life in the design and development of treatment plants, called the
Durham facility a model plant.
Newmarket Health Center
In 1981, the Newmarket Regional Health Center celebrated its 10th
anniversary and opened a new medical facility, the Lamprey River Clinic,
in Raymond, New Hampshire. At both facilities, a medical program is oper-
ated, providing general medical care, preventive health services and an
extensive community outreach program, which includes preventive screening
clinics, health education and social services. In 1981, the health center
initiated a mental health linkage program. Ann Bliss, a counselor, was
hired to provide mental health services which consist of initial intake
and assessment, short-term counseling linkage and referral to area mental
health agencies.
Medical services are provided by Sarah Oxnard, M.D. , Michael Lewis,
R.P.A., and Barbara Janeway, M.S.N. , A. R.N. P. In July, Peter Friedensohn,
M.D. joined the staff. Dr. Friedensohn is a graduate of Dartmouth Medical
School. The medical team includes registered nurses, medical assistants
and community health workers. For more information or to make a medical
appointment, call 659-3106.
The Community Health Workers coordinate a school health program and
preventive screening clinics to detect potential health hazards. They
hold informative workshops and act as liaison between the medical provi-
ders and the patient.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center also operates a Senior Citizen
Transportation Program. In 1981, two new 18-passenger busses (with hy-
draulic lifts) were purchased, increasing our fleet to three vehicles
equipped to provide services to individuals confined to a wheelchair. The
transportation service enables seniors to remain independent, self-suffi-
cient and active by providing rides to needed services, including medical,
shopping and recreational trips. For more information or to arrange a
ride for a senior citizen, call 659-2424.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its deepest
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Trustees of Trust Funds
There have been 16 burials in the Durham Cemetery, of which six were
cremains. There are two awaiting spring burial. The Town has estab-
lished a policy of closing the Cemetery after the first heavy snow,
regardless of frost in the ground. Ten lots have been sold, with two
subdivided at the owners' request.
For fear of our roadside wall undergoing frost heaving, because of
varying ground levels, several loads of compost were dumped and spread
beside the wall. In the spring this will be raked smooth, which may make
it possible to establish a more attractive lawn area in place of the bushy
growth.
The Smith Chapel has been the scene of ten weddings from January
through October. Three of those wedded were Durham families. Already
there is a reservation for 1982.
The restoration of neglected and abandoned graveyards was much
enhanced by the Town Meeting appropriation of five hundred dollars. Again
we were blessed by having the same very efficient girl of 1980, and she
was assigned to this project for two days a week. Being already familiar
with the project procedures, she was able to work alone some of the time,
but many hours of Trustee supervision and labor were volunteered. Besides
returning for general maintenance of those restored in past years (but
still without trust funds), four different graveyards were restored:
One off the Dame Road was cleared of trees, brush and poison
ivy, and when finally sprayed for weed control, disclosed 29
burials marked by rough stones. Only one bore a rough inscrip-
tion, which was interpreted to be for Deliverance Wormwood, who
farmed this land in 174 0.
The Pinkham graveyard was completed with the removal of
several large trees during the past winter. It is now lined
with two rows of previously fallen slate markers and a flag,
commemorating Abijah, who was with Sullivan at the capture of
Fort William and Mary. This is on the Gallant property on
Durham Point Road.
The Dame graveyard was roughly cleared as a Boy Scout
project in 1968. With a quarter of a cord of wood cut, brush
dug out, stones straightened, repaired and scrubbed, it now
stands proudly. Civil War veteran. Captain George Dame, has
a flag. This site is in Helen Reid's field on Packers Falls
Road.
On the hillside diagonally across the Lamprey River from
the Doe Farm is the Young graveyard. Several years ago it was
badly vandalized. Seven large trees were removed, the brush
piled, and the iron rod fence somewhat repaired. Spring
procedure should see the fence painted, stones repaired and
re-set. Fortunately, copies of all inscriptions were made in
the 1960's.
The Mill Road neighbors and McDaniel family appreciate the great
improvement in the appearance of the McDaniel tomb. The granite posts
and fence are now restored in the Leather s-Libby graveyard, behind the
Town skating rink. The Emerson tomb, also on Town property, must still
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be repaired by Town personnel. The neat appearance of these grounds is
noted by many, but trust funds do not automatically appear.
A descendant of the Griffiths family, who died on Long Island, will
return to the final resting place of his parents in the spring. This
family held a very unusual reunion here several years ago, revisiting the
home farm area and closing ties of many years. The Bunker Family
Association held its tenth reunion here in June, with family members com-
ing from New England, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Florida, and
California.
The State Forestry Department is interested in town-owned forests and
has inspected the Doe Farm. We expect that some tagging of inferior tree:
may be done this winter, and some cutting take place next winter.
In 1981 the Trustees received four generous gifts of $100 each. One
donation by Mrs. Marion Van Allen created the Young Graveyard Trust. Three
others, by J. Langdon Sullivan, the George B. Bickford Foundation and the
John Bickford Foundation, provided additional funds for desirable improve-
ments. Annalisa Foss Adams MacLeod left $500 in her will for the upkeep
of the Adams tomb and obelisk.
These gifts, together with proceeds from sales of lots in the Town
Cemetery, increased total funds over $6,000. In addition, during the
year the yield improved on our total investment assets, especially on the
Town Capital Reserve and Construction funds. Thus, even though our
expenses rose substantially, we did keep ahead of them, and for another
year at least will be spared from the burden of asking the Town for a
direct appropriation from the Town budget (in addition to the modest
contribution made in recent years for helping to preserve our historic so-
called "abandoned" graveyards.)
Do vote to continue the five hundred dollar appropriation for grave-
yard restoration in our annual budget.
Philip A. Wilcox 1982
Frederick C. Ober 1983




The Durham Planning Board is charged with two broad responsibilities.
The first is the long range planning for cohesive, controlled growth of
the Town through modification and/or development of ordinances and zoning.
The second is the careful scrutiny of all development proposals to assure
that both spirit and intent of our ordinances are upheld. Fulfilling
these responsibilities frequently places the Board between two opposing
views — views that reflect careful argument and deep concern. All
citizens must remember, however, that the Planning Board is not an adver-
sary. We are all citizens of this Town who have taken an oath to uphold
the ordinances, and we do so with as much concern for our fellow citizens
and the future of Durham as those who appear as applicants before the
Board
.
The major activity of the Planning Board during 1981, as in previous
years, has been directed toward review of a steady flow of applications
for subdivision or site review. A total of twenty-two were filed in the
past year. Among these was one of the largest projects ever proposed for
Durham. While this kind of review is a major responsibility of the Board,
it leaves little time for study and planning for other needs of the Town,
and insufficient planning time was particularly noticeable in 1981.
It was partly because of the constraints of time that a select
citizen committee was appointed to assist the Planning Board in studying
criteria for establishing an office-research zone and related matters.
This dedicated group, consisting of Alan Edmond , Richard Gsottschneider
,
Rebecca Frost, and Don Thompson, chaired by Planning Board member Pat
Samuels, has presented a number of recommendations to the Board. These
recommendations will be studied during 1982 for possible ordinance
recommendations
.
Through the efforts of the Office/Research Committee and many Durham
professionals and business owners, the diminishing attractiveness of Durhai
to merchants and professionals for business and office space has emerged
as a critical issue for the coming year. While the CR-1 Zoning proposal
to some degree eases the current space restrictions, much more study of
existing and potential business zones needs to be done. Input and
cooperation from a number of individuals will be sought in an effort to
develop realistic planning for "downtown Durham."
The members of the Planning Board appreciate the efforts of the
Planning staff in Town Hall, the many committees who have provided guidanc
on specific issues and the citizens who show their interest in their town.
As long as this interest and participation continues, the Planning Board
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The Oyster River Home Health Association is a Medicare certified, voluntary, non-
profit organization which serves the four towns of Durham, Lee, Madbury and Newmaurket.
It is governed by a Board of Directors composed of five members from each town.
In its fifteenth year of operation, the Agency continues to grow and provide an
increasing number and vsuriety of services to town residents.
CARE OF THE SICK PROGRAM
The professional staff composed of five registered nurses, a registered physical
therapist smd an occupational therapist travel to visit the sick at home providing the
medical services prescribed by the patient's physician. Home health aides, under the
supervision of the professional staff, assist with personal care needs and are a vital
component in one of the Agency's goals - to maintain people in their homes as long as is
feasible.
Medicare, Medicaid smd an ever increasing number of private insurances cover the
cost of these visits provided certain criteria are met. No one in need is denied service
because of inability to pay.
MATERNAL CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM
This progreun is funded, in part, by a grant from the State of New Hampshire Depart-
ment of Health and Welfare with matching funds from Town Appropriations,
(1) Well Child Clinics . Clinics held twice a month at the Newmarket Community
Church provide free routine physical examinations and immunizations for pre-school child-
ren from the four town area. Clinics are staffed by a pediatrician, pediatric nurse
practitioner and agency nurses.
(2) Dental Clinics . Semi-annual dental prophylaxis for children 3-6 years who are
enrolled in the Well Child Clinic. Examinations are done by State Dental Bureau Hygien-
ists and referred to local dentists.
(3) New Born Visits . Home visits are made to provide guidance to new mothers.
(^) Assistance in Staffing of State Pediatric Specialty Clinics,
(5) Assistance to local day csires with health problems.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED
(1) ^-in-1 Adult Screening Clinic,
(2) Monthly Blood Pressure Screening at Silver Squares.
(3) Office visits for simple treatments for ambulatory patients,
Ct) First aide for Durham employees.
In addition to insurance and patient payments and State grants, the Oyster River
Home Health Association is dependent on local support. Money appropriated by the four
towns on a yearly basis makes up 12% of the operating budget. This, plus increasing gen-
erous private donations and memorial gifts, covers the cost of free service provided to
town residents.
Agency offices in the Durham Town Hall are open Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M. to
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Parks and Recreation Committee
1981 marked rhe first full year of operation for our Father Lawless
Playing fields. The overall operation of the fields seemed to go
smoothly after some initial drainage problems were remedied. We have
estimated that the yearly foot traffic over the field is equal to nearly
45,000 people. This amount of heavy traffic on a living grass plant
requires a carefully integrated maintenance plan to keep the grasses alive.
Two new programs were offered in Town this year. The National
Junior Tennis League ran a program at our Woodridge Courts, and the Dr.
Pepper Soccer Program was offered at our Father Lawless playing fields.
These programs were well received in Town and will hopefully be available
again next year.
The Beautif ication Program of our downtown area was revised this year
with the use of volunteer labor to maintain the flower beds. By using
the volunteer labor, we were able to save approximately $2,500.00 in labor
costs. Since 1982 is Durham's 250th Anniversary, we are hoping to have a
spectaculor display of flowers and color to mark this occasion.
The winter of 1980-81 provided a wide variety of weather situations
which made it very hard to maintain a constant ice surface at our
Jackson's Landing skating facility. Due to the fact that the Town is now
spending over $20,000.00 renting ice time, (through the O.R.Y.A.) and
approximately $4,500.00 per year to maintain our present facility, plus
the many various problems that an outside, uncovered, natural ice facility
can produce, the Parks and Recreation Committee undertook a feasibility
study to look into the possible construction of an artificial ice facility.
You will find an Article in this year's warrant to cover our present
facility and install an artificial ice making system. This construction
in the long run will benefit the community tremendously.
Planting of new trees around Town took a sharp drop this year as our
budget was cut by approximately 75%. This only enabled us to plant five
trees around Town when we normally try to plant approximately twenty per
year. Since we are removing approximately seventy-five to eighty trees
per year, we are quickly falling behind on our tree canopy around Town.
The Parks and Recreation Committee would like to invite residents who
have ideas or comments about our program to attend our monthly meetings on











Highlighting 19 81 were many special one-time programs which added va-
riety and attracted new people to the library: a cross-country skiing pro-
gram, hobby fair, haunted house, magic show, puppet show, a storytelling
program, summer celebration (culminating in a giant bubble-blowing session),
and a story hour for local day care groups. Volunteers have enabled us to
present many of these programs; two Portsmouth storytellers, Katy and Eliz-
abeth, entertained a group of children in April with stories and songs, and
Ray Ejarque, "The Mystif ier" , fascinated children with his magic show.
Many local children, parents, and library staff volunteered their time to
make the 2nd annual Haunted House a great success, and the Steppingstones
Puppet Troupe, students in the UNH Theatre Department, produced a unique
puppet show.
In June, Channel 11 spent a day in the Children's Room filming the
opening and closing segments for the series "Summer Friends" which was
broadcast last summer; several local children appeared in spots. Two con-
tests were held: Joshua Nowell, Matt Carrico and David Heirtzer guessed
the correct number of Valentine hearts in a jar and won bags of Valentine
candy; April Rex correctly guessed the number of seeds in a pumpkin and won
a gift certificate for a local bookstore.
Regular ongoing programs dominated the librarians' schedule: four six-
week story hour sessions were offered, with two age groups (2-3 's and 3-5 's)
being served; seven film programs (special ones and 4-6 week series) ; five
holiday crafts programs (with multiple sessions offered to accommodate the
many children wishing to participate) and an extensive summer program round-
ed out the year's activities. Throughout the year the librarians gave talks
and tours to visiting groups of school children as well as working with clas-
ses from the Oyster River schools. Nursery schools and day cares also con-
tinued to use the Children's Room frequently.
The librarians were active in a number of groups: the Oyster River Li-
brarians, the Oyster River Parents' Book Group, the New Hampshire Library
Association Children's Division (CHILIS), the Seacoast Librarians and Media
Specialists (SLAMS), and the New England Library Association's Roundtable
of Children's Librarians; they attended various meetings, programs and work-
shops of these organizations. They participated in a colloquium on "Remem-
ory in Children's Literature" at the Simmons College Center for the Study of
Children's Literature. One of the librarians also attended a class and a
seminar at the Simmons College Center. The librarians went to a Children's
Literature Festival, which featured several children's authors and illustra-
tors, at Keene State College; and visited Boston Public Library to hear Joan
Aiken speak.
During the year the Browsing collection was weeded in order to keep it
current; older and still valuable titles were transferred to the stacks.
Weeding has been started in the juvenile and youth non-fiction collection.
The Josten collection continues to circulate rapidly, making best-sellers
and other popular books available, often in duplicate.
Large wooden signs affixed to posts in various locations in the Child-
ren's Room helped patrons to find books more easily. Wooden book bins to
hold the folk and fairy tale picture books have helped make these books more
accessible and have freed much-needed shelf space.
The librarians invite everyone to come to the Children's Room to see


















Report on the Durham Swans
Nineteen Eighty- one started off with good news for the Durham swans. Howard and
Esther-Mae Forrest hauled hay across the millpond ice and snow to the swan nest, then
spread the material where it might best serve later in the year. They were surprised to
see so much beaver damage to the alders on the island, but realized that the alders soon
would recover when spring arrived. The beavers had only themselves to blame if they
ran out of winter food. Half a dozen fair-sized poplars stood all winter on Pilgrim Point
where they could have been cut before the pond froze over in late 1980. These would be
available for autumn 1 981 . [Observers of the millpond margin will recall that this is ex-
actly the way the beavers worked later in the year.]
A week after Groundhog Day, readers in the Tri-City area were alerted through an
article in The Transcript concerning a restoration plan for the Durham millpond,nesting
site for the famous swans, Hamilton and Agatha. Perhaps the news disturbed the white
birds in their wintering area opposite Sanders Fish Market in Portsmouth. By February
19 they were in the Oyster River near the Robinson's dock, the next day close to Jack-
son's wharf, and February 22 on the millpond itself—as reported in The Transcript for
2/24 and Campus Journal two days later. The next two Transcripts gave the birds more
publicity. Kate Chesley followed in Foster's Daily Democrat with her pond story "Trou-
bled Waters" on March 28. By then Agatha had been sitting on the nest continuously for
two weeks, but Hamilton continued to mate with her as though more eggs were needed
—
Discussions continued about details of the plan to restore the millpond, without new facts
until the April- first Foster's, when Herb Jackson expressed his understanding of what
could be done without disturbing the swans. Thelma Brackett's letter April 7 in Tran'^
Transcript set straight the record of survival of cygnets, just before the N. H. Alumnus
editorialized concerning spring and swans in Durham. Swankeeper Lorus J. Milne sum-
marized the story of swans on the millpond in The New Hampshire on May 8,whileAgatha
continued to incubate. Everything seemed ahead of schedule. Perhaps this would be the
year when cygnets could hatch before blackfly season and develop immunity to waterfowl
malaria.
Right on schedule the first cygnet hatched May 25 and received the name "May Be,
II." Photographs of the little bird appeared on page one of Foster's for May 28, aod the
next day in Campus Journal. Then the cygnet vanished. After searchers checked around
the millpond, the cygnet reappeared— safe on Agatha's back. It was alive, apparently all
OK on June 1. The next day its dead body, weighing 8.5 ounces, was retrieved from the
millpond, contradicting the boast of a 3-swan family pictured in the new Transcript. A
few mourners along the shore noticed a mother wood duck with seven ducklings June 16.
By then an autopsy revealed that the solitary 1981 cygnet was a female, dead of abacter-
ial or viral infection, not of waterfowl malaria or a fungus in her lungs.
Both parent swans went far up the longmarsh reach of the Oyster River on July 10,
vacating the millpond to molt and let restoration begin. The "hydrorake" arrived early
in August to clear immersed weeds and some cattails along the shallows near Mill Pond
Road and across to Lhe nearest alder island. Campus Journal for August 20 showed the
equipment photographed in action. Truckloads of debris were hauled away, but some of
it, piled along the sides of drec^ed areas in the pond, afforded the swans a new resting
place where they could see in all directions while drying their feet. Many concerned ci-
tizens relaxed to notice the birds avoiding the work of the hydrorake and all the commo-
tion along the one side of the millpond, then benefitting from the modest changes that had
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been made. Once the 14x40-toot panels of "hydronet" (like plastic-coatea windowscreen)
were locked down to the pond bottom with J-shaped steel hooks, fear waned that the birds
could get caught in the mesh or that it would float up in the foreseeable future. That it
will discourage growth of immersed weeds remains a hope bolstered by experience else-
where in New Hampshire.
By September 10, the adult swans had their new flight feathers sufficiently well re-
stored after their annual molt to be able to fly again. They moved, as in previous years,
to Beard's Creek, where they find quiet and seclusion. After being fed there early on
November 26, Hamilton took off alone. He reached Portsmouth and was fed again close
to the Sander Lobster Company dock. Agatha remained behind, as though to confirm the
words of Oliver Wendell Holmes, "The man has his will, but the woman has her way'." —
Did she miss Hamilton? Irma Jackson reported Agatha on the estuary on November 27;
she was on the millpond later that day as Lorus and Margery Milne biked past; Hamilton
v/as still in Portsmouth. He came to get her on November 29, as though to say, "No non-
sense, now. You're coming with me," with the response, "Yes - sir." The two were fed
at 1:30 and 3:30 from Jackson's landing; Effie Simpson saw them about 7:1 5 next morning
at Cedar Point; supper was in Portsmouth, off Newcastle Road, as reported by Mrs. W.
Pat Semprini. They were back at their favorite wintering areas. Again the Durham swan
population is back to two, and we wish them the very best.
Lorus J. Milne and Margery Milne
Howard E. Forrest and Esther-Mae Forrest
Appointed Keepers of the Durham Swans.
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250TH ANMJVERSARY COMMITTEE
On May 15, 1732, An Act ^ofi Makz-ing that pafit o^ Vovzn. ion.mQ,n.tLj caldd
0L)i,t2,n. RtvzA -into a ToMn-!>h-lp by the. hlatm o {^ Vixiham" was passed "By hli>
Exczllcto. tho. Govzfinon. CounctZt and Re,pn.2.i>zntati.v2,i, Conv2.n'd In Gznzfial
A66tmbZy and by thz Authority o^ the. 6ame,..."
On May 15, 1982, at the Sullivan Monument where the Meeting House
stood when the Charter was granted in 17 32, the townspeople of Durham will
assemble in recognition of this historic occasion. Following the cere-
mony, a picnic lunch at the Mill Pond Center will launch a summer of
festivities with may-pole dances, singers and exhibitions.
Our annual Memorial Day observances will be expanded with the theme
of the 250th this year and the Durham Historic Association Museum will
open its summer schedule with the fanfare of the parade.
The Charter of 1732 specifies, "That Capt Vfiavict^ lAatkzi> ti> h(in.(iby
lmpoMQ,fie.d and Vlfmcttd to Uotx-i-ie. and Summon the. Inhabitants Vu.zly
Qjiatti^ttd {^ofi vot^H-i) to ai,i>zmbtQ. and mztt tog^the.^ {^on. thz Chooi,i.ng 6uch
oaiczn.6 0^ Uakding such Rates as an.z mcd{iUl {^on. the present yca^d unttll
thctn.e. Annuall Meeting ."
According to the records, Durham's first Town Meeting and election
of officers was held on the 26th of June in 1732. Accordingly, we will
set that date aside, this year, to re-enact the first Town Meeting. In
addition, it is anticipated that the Gundalow, the Captain Edward Adams,
presently under construction at Strawbery Banke, will tie-up at the Town
Landing and add to the historic significance of the day. A street fair
is being planned for the afternoon and evening celebration.
Throughout the months of July and August, there will be opportunities
to explore historic Durham on self-conducted and/or conducted tours by the
churches. The Durham Day picnic, always held at the high noon tide in
August, will be an important event with clams and lobsters served on the
site of one of the first settlements of the Oyster River. The business
district will have items of interest throughout the summer. The community
orchestra will be prepared to perform in August and UNH will exhibit some
of the photographs and memorabilia of its years in Durham at the
University Galleries.
One last formal gathering of Town and Gown will take place early in
September and, if there is sufficient interest, the historic foliage tour
of Little and Great Bays on the Viking Sun may be repeated this October.
The Committee hopes you will find these activities enjoyable and
informative. Costume is appropriate, though optional, in any style of
the 250 years. A detailed schedule of events will be available at the
Town Meeting of March 1982. Having incorporated as a non-profit
organization, the Committee is able and willing to accept any and all
contributions. If you are interested in volunteering for any of the
events, please call a member of the Committee. Your interest and
assistance will be most welcome.
Listen for the beating of the drum that will call you to meet and to
celebrate Durham's 250th.
Joseph A. Del Porto
Thomas B. Moriarty, Jr,
Jacqueline H. Strauss
Maryanna Hatch, Chairman
Francis E. Robinson, Treasurer
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Minutes of Town Meeting
The meeting was called to order at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, March 10, I98I , at the Oyster
River High School Gymnasium by Moderator Joseph E. Michael, Jr., who read Articles 1
through h. It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded by Theodore Finnegan, that the polls be
opened and remain open until 7 p.m. and that action on Articles 5 through 19 be postponed
until 9 a.m. on Saturday, March lU, I98I, at the Oyster River High School Gymnasium.
Motion carried. The Moderator read the balance of the warrant.
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Mr. Michael said that he and his wife, Shirley, thanked everyone who was so helpful
to them following the fire in their home last fall. Selectman James Chamberlin thanked
Theodore Finnegan for his term of service on the Board. Mr. Finnegan did not run for
re-election. Mr. Michael introduced Helen Slanetz, whom he had appointed as Assistant
Moderator.
Owen Durgin, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, delivered a State of the Town
message, saying that we had addressed several physical problems very well in the last few
years, and we have hopefully caught up from the 19^0 's and will not face these problems
in the future. The secondary treatment plant is now on line, which will make a real
difference in the water quality in the Oyster River. Some of the financistl problems that
occurred during the construction of the plant still remain to be resolved. Mr. Durgin
said that former Senator John Durkin was very helpful in getting the rescinded Federal
funds made available to the Town of Durham. We have great strength in our dealings with
the State and with EPA because of the way we behaved in regard to this operation.
Mr. Durgin continued, saying that we have developed an innovative solid waste
management program in our new incinerator, which is now in operation, although there are
still some difficulties to be worked out. In regard to Main Street, Mr. Durgin said
there have been changes made which had made it less attractive. It is not something the
Board of Selectmen likes to see, especially as it encourages vandalism and other problems
for the Police Department. By continuing the Town beaut ification program we hope to
reduce some of these problems because of the pride the Town takes in its appearance.
Mr. Durgin said that in the long run we have not allowed multi-family dwellings in
Durham, and we are now beginning to pay for this by the conversion of the single-feimily
home to multi-family use. This is a problem we must address. Mr. Durgin expressed
disappointment with the progress being made toward finding a site for a new fire station.
It is difficult to properly house the Police Department, and evidence of this is the fact
that the new lockers are now in the Selectmen's Meeting Room. The 11 p.m. to 3 a.m.
hours for the police officers are difficult ones because of the types of establishments
in Town.
Mr. Durgin said there are underlying budget difficulties between the Town and the
University, and the Town is facing inflationary pressures as does the average homeowner,
and sometimes even more so. As the Town and University budgets are pinched, attention
must be paid by both communities to deal with this problem carefully. Each party must be
careful not to put too much pressure on the other.
Mr. Durgin ended by saying the Town government is not just the Board of Selectmen or
the Town Meeting, it is the ma.ny people who serve on various committees and take care of
the Town all year through.
Article ^. It was moved by Francis Miceli, seconded, that the Town establish a
mosquito control district, to be governed by a committee appointed by the Selectmen,
under R.S.A. U3-TA, and to appropriate $6,000 for a mosquito control survey, for program
planning, and for other necessary program expenses. Mr. Miceli said that work on the
warrant article began last summer when the mosquito problem was so very bad. It is now
possible to control the mosquito population, and the survey requested in this article
would study the types of mosquitoes breeding and where they are breeding before any
spraying would commence. Mr. Miceli said $6,000 was a liberal estimate of what is
needed, as much of the preliminary work had been done by John Burger at the University.
At the request of Mr. Miceli, the Meeting allowed Michael Morrison to speak, as
Mr. Morrison has done extensive work in the seacoast area involving mosquito control.
Mr. Morrison said that the survey would map breeding areas in the Town, and that permis-
sion from the State, as well as the property owner, must be obtained before any spraying
is done. He said efforts are made to control through non-chemical means, such as the
introduction of natural predators into the breeding area. Birds are not affected by the
chemical spraying, and insecticides used must be approved by various State boards.
Mr. Morrison said it would be possible to reduce the number of cases of heartworm in dogs
Evelyn Browne asked if any study had been done in regard to the bird population in
the towns that are now spraying. She was concerned that the spraying could reduce the
amount of food available to the birds. Mr. Morrison said no study had been done, but he
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had no evidence of a reduction in the bird population. He vent on to say that the
condition of the saltmarshes are contributing to the reduction of the bird population
ever since the ditches were filled up in vrPA days.
Heather Cloitre said she was involved in the efforts to pass a mosquito-control
article several years ago, and she has found that one of the problems is the mosquitoes
are worse in some areas of town than in others. Sometimes people who have no problem
with mosquitoes around their home move to another area of town and suddenly seem to have
a problem.
David Olson said he had previous experience in a mosquito-control district, and he
asked how the measure of effectiveness of the program will be measured, and how would the
saltmarsh mosquito be prevented from moving inland. Mr. Morrison said the species are
monitored and biting counts and trapping are the methods used for calculating the
effectiveness of the program.
Robin Willits asked what kind of money estimates were we looking at for a control
program. Mr. Morrison said probably $7,000 to $13,000 depending on who is hired. After
further discussion, the vote was taken, and the motion lost.
Article 6. It was moved by Anthony Federer, seconded, that the Town appropriate
$2,000.00 to remove the vegetation from a three-acre area of the Mill Pond, such sum to
match the sum of $2,000.00 to be raised by the Mill Pond Committee. Alice Bassett spoke
on behalf of the Mill Pond Committee, explaining that the Committee started in 1970 as a
part of the Women's Club. Jane Chase is Treasurer; Herbert Jackson, a Durham native, is
the technical advisor.
Mr. Jackson said that the Mill Pond is choked with weeds, and he asked Mr. Federer
to hold up a series of pictures showing the condition of the Mill Pond. Mr. Jackson said
the pond has become a swamp rather than a pond. If this article is approved, a 100-200'
strip at the edge of the Pond would be restored. This area would not go out as far as
the swans' nest. Mr. Jackson said there were several ways the Pond could be cleared -
insecticides, dredging, lowering water level in the fall to freeze acquatic weeds,
pulling weeds by hand, etc. These methods were rejected in favor or machinery that would
pull the weeds, and the weeds would later be distributed to a compost heap. Several
panels of screening could be placed on the bottom of the pond.
Mr. Jackson said that if the Mill Pond is restored, the view will be better, there
will be better fishing, and there will be fewer pests in the area. The swans will be
well protected during the work, and the work would not start until after the nesting
period is over. The estimated cost of the work on the Pond is $U,000. If the Town will
appropriate $2,000, the balance will be raised by private subscription.
David Olson, professor of wildlife management at the University, said he was opposed
to this project. Mr. Olson said that the original swan, Alice, had chosen the Mill Pond
precisely because of the kind of area it was. He said that a pair of mute swans need
^-10 acres, and the Mill Pond is just barely that size area. The swans' feeding area is
precisely that area which is proposed to be changed, and if the feeding area is
disturbed, the swans will probably move to Beard's Creek, as they have done in the past
when the food supply ran low. Cleaning up the Pond would invite the launching of canoes
and boats. Hamilton would be forced to come to the shoreline for feeding, and that would
be dangerous as mute swans are vicious. The cover and the feeding area for the cygnets
would be disturbed. Mr. Olson said the Pond is filling in, as all ponds do, but it will
be many years before the pond is totally filled in. He said the Pond is a lovely, wild
area full of beautiful wildlife, and we should not disturb it.
Winthrop Skoglund said the swans are not keeping the Pond area clean, so there is
more food in the Pond than they can eat. Mr. Skoglund said disease is also a factor, and
we are not going to have much luck raising young swans under the present conditions.
Mr. Federer said the original swan had come when the Mill Pond was much clearer. The
vote was then taken, and the motion was passed.
Article 7. It was moved by Nelson LeRay, seconded, that the Town appropriate
$1,956.36 as its membership dues for the Strafford Regional Planning Commission for
fiscal year 1982. Peter Handy, a member of the Planning Board, spoke to the article.
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Mr. Handy gave a brief history of the Commission, which "began in 1966, and which offers
technical assistance to towns and help in the area of regional planning. Mr. Handy said
that 55-60?J of the dues is for regional planning, the remainder is for technical
assistance. In 1976 the dues was $3,700, and in 1979 it was $l+,liOO. The new lower dues
amount is because Durham does not need the technical assistance offered by the Commission
as Durham has a strong Public Works Department and a Planning Assistant.
When the Selectmen were preparing the budget, they reduced the amount requested by
the Planning Board to $1,000 for technical assistance, which D\irham doesn't need.
Mr. Handy said the money being requested is for regional planning assistance, which can
be in the areas of transportation, hydropower, water supply and quality, off-shore oil
drilling, etc. He urged support for the article.
Owen Durgin moved to amend the article by substituting $956.36 for $1,956.36.
Seconded. Mr. Durgin said that since $1,000 was already in the Planning Board budget,
they only needed $956.36, which represents the amount deleted from the original request.
Robin Willits asked if the original $1,000 was for technical assistance and the $956.36
for membership. Mr. Durgin said if the Planning Board wishes to spend this for member-
ship that would be their privilege. The vote was taken on the amendment, and it passed.
The vote was talcen on the article as amended, and it was also in the affirmative.
Article 8. It was moved by James Chamberlin, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000 for the purpose of purchasing a rescue vehicle for the
Durham-UNH Fire Department, provided that the Selectmen determine that the Town will be
reimbursed by the University of New Hampshire two thirds of the cost of said vehicle.
Mr. Chamberlin gave a brief history of the situation and said the need for such a vehicle
was long since established. In the past we have appropriated money for tools and equip-
ment, which at one time were carried on a used Kari-Van. It had so much weight on it
that it almost buckled in the middle. The equipment was transferred to a 1953 vehicle
borrowed from the State Civil Defense office. This vehicle can barely go Uo mAles per
hour on a downgrade. Richard Proulx, a Fire Commissioner, said this vehicle is really an
antique, and he reminded the Meeting that the Town cost of the new vehicle would only be
one third of the $25,000.
It was moved by Margaret Faulk, seconded, that the article be amended to read that
the Town raise the sum of $22,700, $7,567 of which represents Durham's one-third share.
Mr. Proulx said that sum would not be sufficient for the type of rescue vehicle they hope
to purchase. M. Daniel Smith asked if the one-third share would have to be added to the
total amount of the Fire Department budget. Lawrence O'Connell said it was already in
the budget. Owen Durgin said the total of $25,000 is in the budget, as shown on page W6,
in case the Town has to issue bonds or notes if this article is approved. Mr. Durgin
said that $8,333 is budgeted as revenue from the Revenue Sharing account.
In response to a question, Peter Hollister, representing the University, said the
University approves of this expenditure, but the payment of the two-thirds share is
contingent upon whether or not the University gets the money it requested in its budget.
J. Gordon DuBay asked why the revenues on page W15 show the University reimbursement as
$15,000, rather than $l6,667. Mr. Durgin said that was an error, the figure should be
$16,667. Douglas McBride, a resident of Lee, and president of the Durham Ambulance
Corps, was granted permission to speak. Mr. McBride said the Ambulance Corps does not
have the type of rescue equipment that this new vehicle would carry, nor do they have the
personnel to operate such equipment. He said the Ambulance Corps works closely with the
Fire Department when it is necessary to extricate someone from an accident, but if the
new vehicle is not purchased to carry this special equipment, the town cannot rely on the
Ambulance Corps to carry out the rescue work. He urged passage of the article.
Mr. Michael thanked the Ambulance Corps on behalf of the Town for the marvelous work they
do.
The vote was taken, and the amendment was defeated. The vote was then taken on the
original motion, and it was passed.
Article 9- It was moved by Theodore Finnegan, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000 for the acquisition of the Scammell Grange building and
land on Main Street. Mr. Finnegan told the Meeting that money will be needed on an
annual basis to maintain and improve the Grange if we buy it, and it could be ^ ,000 to
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$6,000 that would be needed each year. However, Mr. Finnegan iirged support of the
purchase. He said that working closely with the Police Department he has learned that
there is a need for a youth center, such as the one being run out of the Grange building
now. The Durham Art Association has used the upstairs of the building for several years
as an art studio giving lessons. Mr. Finnegan estimated that the Grange biiilding would
last 15-20 years, and in that time it would probably be necesseoy to build a new building
that would house the town offices, police, and youth center.
Henry Davis, Master of Scammell Grange, gave a history of the Grange. He said the
appraised value of the Grange is $U3,000, but the Grange has always been community
oriented, so it is offering the Grange to the Town for $25,000 if arrangements can be made
to allow the Grange membership to continue to meet in the building. Mr. Davis also said
that the members of the Grange hope to be able to give back a sum of money to the Town,
probably over $5,000, as a contribution towards the renovation of the building.
Frank Hayes, a past master of the State Grange, was allowed to speak, and he said that
any money received from the sale of the Grange building would go into an escrow account to
be held for the Scammell Grange. He believes that the State Grange would approve of a sum
of money being given back to the Town.
Several people spoke to the article, and the question arose as to whether or not the
Youth Center could be housed in the schools. Carol May said there is no room in the
schools for the type of equipment housed in the Center. Mrs. May said the parents wanted
a place for the kids to meet when they left the school. Gail Ulrich, Chairman of the Plan-
ning Board, said that aside from the building's use as a youth center, the Town should look
at this building as being important in the future planning in the downtown area.
Margaret Faiilk spoke for the Budget Committee, saying that it was a difficxilt
decision not to approve the purchase of the Grange, but considering the purchase price, the
Committee felt the property would be better used as an income-producing property on the tax
rate. The school buildings, which are vacant much of the time, could be used for a youth
center.
Anita Rutman asked if there were any restrictions on the use of the building, since
none were specified in the warrant article. Alden Winn said there were no restrictions
specified in the article, but the Selectmen would have to come to the Town Meeting again to
spend any money on the building in the future or to tear it down, etc. After further
discussion the vote was taken, and the article was adopted.
The meeting recessed for lunch at 12 noon, and reconvened at 12:50 p.m. It was moved
by Joseph Batcheller, seconded, that the thanks of the Meeting be conveyed to Edmund
Dickerman for the lunch he prepared in the school cafeteria. Motion adopted.
Article 10. It was moved by James Chamberlin, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the evaluation of possible fire station sites, and if
necessary, the securing of an option to buy an appropriate parcel. The money appropriation
would be contingent upon reimbursement from the University for two thirds of the cost of
said evaluation and option.
Mr. Chamberlin gave a history of the problem of finding a site for a new fire station.
In the past there have been no funds available to take borings, or to make any surveys of
land being considered for a site. D. Alan Waterfield, chairman of the most recent study
committee, said the Garrison Avenue site has fallen through, but the Committee is still
considering sites on Route h and Mill Road. Richard Proulx, a Fire Commissioner, said that
Mr. Waterfield and his Committee had worked very hard on this problem, and now they needed
money for options on properties they are looking at.
Clayton Follansbee moved to amend the amount from $10,000 to $5,000. Seconded.
Mr. Chamberlin spoke against the amendment, saying that $1,000 of the $10,000 is already
due the University for the Town's share of site investigation costs born by U.N.H. , and
the Committee really needs the full $10,000 to continue its work. Mr. Waterfield urged
defeat of the amendment, and he reminded everyone that the Town's share is only 1/3 of
whatever money is voted; the University pays the remaining 2/3 of the costs.
Donald Sumner spoke in support of the amendment. He felt $5,000 was adequate to
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obtain the necessary tests and options. Norman Stiles spoke against the amendment. The
Yote was taken on the amendnent , and it vas lost. The vote was taken on the original
Qotion, and it was adopted.
Article 11. It was moved by Owen Diirgin, seconded, that the Town raise aci appropriate
the sua cf $500 for the purpose of suitable care and maintenance of deserted and abandoned
cemeteries and graveyards within its confines not otherwise provided for. Frederick -ber,
a Trustee of the Trust Funds, asked us to lock back at these cemeteries as part cf c-jr
history. He thanked Philip Vilcox for his tireless work of cleaning up the eld graveyards,
and he xirged passage of the article. The vote was taken, and the motion was adopted.
Article 12. It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the Town raise and appropriate
the s'jm cf $1,000 for the printing of a pamphlet entitled "Inventory of Outdoor Recreation
in Durham . " Such sum to be offset by revenues fJroci any sale of the pamphlet. Herbert
Jackson, Chairman of the Conservation Commission, spoke in favor of the article, and it was
adopted.
Moderator Josejii Michael announced that the Oyster River High School Music and Trama
Department will be staging a production of the musical comedy "Bye Bye Birdie" March 26,
2~, and 28. Students in the production will have tickets available in the lobbj" after this
meeting. A special senior citizen night will be en Vednesia;.*, March 25.
It was moved by Lawrence C lell, seconded, that the _own authorize the
selectmen tc receive and deposit in the Federal Revenue Sharing F'jnd, Federal Revenues al-
located to the Town by the Federal C-cvernment under provisions of the 1972 Acts of Congress
as amended, establishing the State and Local Assistance Act, and to authorize withdrawal
from this fund for budgeted appropriations in the approximate amounts and for the purposes
listed in the Town Report under Article 13.
y^r . T'Tcnnell said that all the itecis listed in the Revenue Sharing article are
alreaiy i-rluded in the Town budget. We have available $1^1,000, and the anticipated
revenue for 19^1 is $12U,000, plus $25,000 voted in 193C but disallowed by the Department
cf Revenue Administration last year. This meant that the $25 ,000 had to be raised by
taxes, but it is available tc be vctei again this year frcm Revenue Sharing "-.mis.
Donald Sumner cuesticned the amoiant of $10,000 listed for Fire Station Land Cpticn sz
Site Evaluation when the Tr.-n share would only be 1/3 of that amount. >tr. D-jrgin said
Mr. Sumner was correct, the azicur.- sho'uld be only $3,333, so he moved to amend the article
by substituting $3,333 for ci:,::: -jjnder the Fire Station, and by adding $6,667 to the
R'ublic Works Salaries, Item =12, This leaves the total of the article the same as before.
The vote was taken, and the amenitsnt vas adopted. The vote was taken on the article as
amended, and it was adopted.
A-rticle lU. It was moved by C-.en L-^gin, seccniei, that the Zz-.-r. adept the budget fci
the period January 1, I981, thrcur' leremier 31, 19:1, as submitted by the Budget Tcm-
mittee in the smc-^t of $2,763 ,f rr . 1 1 . and to raise by taxes the s-jm cf 5922,3!-.::, fcr
the p-urpcses t'.'.eretf. Clayton Foll=r.s":ee , Tnairman cf the Budget Contittee, saii that
with the eccn:ni: ::nditions existing t:i=:.-, the Tcnmittee had tried tc be as fr-j^al a =
pcssible. With the existing budget, Mr. Fcllansbee estinated a 19' increase in the tax
rate.
protecticr. . ^r.i '.r.^y had raised t'.'.e ': _i^e~ " '• :"r
one of the duties : f the Fire Thief t: - = r.ire zr.e
the bottom line ::" 51::.:::. ar.i lettir.r -.-
Bare WI2: frcm 5130,000
I et ajTtment Subcommittee
.ief attcrticn it z= he
-tc _
.
Donald S-jmner saii -.'r.^ Zuire* ::nmittee fel- ::'.: .^s er.:-r.'. -: ela:
saii that since the anniversary date is Y^y cf 19c2, there vculd nc
.airman of the
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Town for money next year. The work of the Committee, and any printing or other expenses
to be incurred, would be in 198I. The vote was teiken, and the results were: Yes T8 ,
No hU. Motion adopted.
It was moved by Theodore Finnegan, seconded, that the $10,000 requested by the
Selectmen for Grange Hall renovations (Page WI3) be added to the budget. Margaret Faulk
asked what the $10,000 would do. Mr. Finnegan said that using this for sane renovations
now, we would not have to make any more renovations until two years from now. The motion
was adopted.
It was moved by Lawrence O'Connell, seconded, that the Parks and Recreation Budget
(page Wll) be increased from $U2 ,779 to $U9,779. This would be an increase in
Beautification Maintenance from $6,000 to $12,6U5, and adding $355 in ResidentieLl Trees.
The vote was tsiken, and the results were: Yes 65, No 58. Motion carried.
It W8LS moved by Theodore Finnegan, seconded, that the total of the Police Department
Budget (Page WIO) be increased from $300,716.00 to $315,8U6.00. This increase would make
the Salaries $212,1^97, the Holiday Pay $6,UU7, the Overtime $13,123, and the Retirement
Fund $17,907. After some discussion, the motion was adopted.
It was moved by Theodore Finnegan, seconded, that the money budgeted for Blue Cross/
Blue Shield be increased to $U0,212. This is an increase of $1,783.00. Motion carried.
It was moved by John Harrison, seconded, that the Road Reconstruction item (page WIO)
be reduced by $66,0^7.50. George Crombie, Public Works Director, said that the reason
this item seems higher than last year is the Pavement Resurfacing item, and work such as
the Mill Road Sidewalk, have been grouped together this year under Road Reconstruction.
Mr. Crombie also said that $36,000 will come in from the State in Highway Subsidy money
to offset this expenditure. Joseph Murdoch said he didn't think Coe Drive was in need of
this kind of work. Paul Jacobson asked if all this money was for Coe Drive. Mr. Crombie
said $6,000 was for Coe Drive and the rest was for Bennett Road. The vote was taken, and
the motion was defeated.
There being no further discussion, Owen Durgin moved that Article lU be amended as
follows: The budget in the amount of $2,838,837, with $1,035,775 to be raised by taxes.
Seconded. Mr. Durgin said the estimated income would be $1,803,062. The amendment was
adopted. The vote was then taken on the article as amended, and it carried.
Article 15. It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the Town authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, negotiate, and do all other things necessary to obtain such
Federal, State or other assistance as may be available for public works or other municipal
functions, and to expend such funds for those projects. Motion passed unanimously.
Article 16. It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the Town authorize the
Selectmen, under authority of R.S.A. 80:U2, to sell and transfer the tax lien and/or the
title to real estate acquired by the Town at a tajc collector's sale for non-payment of
taxes, in default of redemption for such tajc sale within the time limited by law, by deed
or otherwise upon such terms as the Selectmen shall deem to be in the best interests of
the Town. Motion passed.
Article 17. It was moved by James Chamberlin, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of approximately three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000.00) to
defray its share of the cost of Strafford County government. Motion carried.
Article I8. It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the Town authorize the
Selectmen to borrow necessary money in anticipation of taxes by issuing short-term notes.
Motion carried.
James Chamberlin announced that Fire Chief Jonathan Greenawalt had resigned his
position. Mr. Chamberlin thanked him for his service to the Town of Durham and wished him
the best of luck in the fut\ire. Mr. Chamberlin introduced Sheldon Prescott, the new
member of the Board of Selectmen.
Donald Sumner spoke of the problems we have been having at ni^t and on weekends in
the center of Town. He urged that a study be made to aee if we could require a license
fee for the various pubs to obtain money for extra police coverage. Owen Diirgin said the
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situation vas serious, and the Boai-d was concerned about it. Tl'.e beard nas found that
cities have powers in this area that the towns do not have. He suggested that some cf
the larger towns be given the same powers as the cities.
Lydia Willits asked the Selectmen to consider putting up a three-sided shelter jn
Main Street where the buses stop so that the bus riders will have seme protection from
inclement weather.
Margaret Faulk expressed concern that the high taxes in Durham are driving people
out of Town. Mrs. Faulk said she had come to Durham as a stranger, and she had been made
welcome here. She said the beauty of a town is in its people, not its flowers.
It was moved by John Harrison, seconded, that as a part of the Town Meeting, a
member of the Board of Selectmen make a statement at the opening of the Meeting regarding
the state of the Town. As part of this presentation, he shall indicate the estimated tax
rate and the per cent of increase of the Town portion embodied in the proposed recommende
budget of the Budget Committee and the Board of Selectmen with proposed amendments. Afte
some discussion the vote was taken, and the motion passed.
Paul Jacobson said that taking into consideration the increasing costs of homes
,
utilities, and other things, he could not afford to buy his home today if he were just
moving to Durham. He said the increase in the taxes over the last few years is much less
than the increase in most other costs. He felt the Selectmen and the Budget Committee
were doing the best they could to hold the taxes down.
There being no further business to come before the Meeting, it was moved by Theodore
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A view of the Treatment Plant ceremonies with a secondary clarifier
in the foreground.

